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Student government electio s Thursday, Friday, Monday
Elections issue:

Voters guide to candidates, page seven;

Court ban lifted, page one;

Current endorsements, page ei~ht

University of Missouri - St. Louis

and Sciences votes
to retain requirement

~,,' ~Arts
Walt Jaschek

Unauthorized tree-saving
UMSL Police Chief James Nelson stopped the Armadillo Protection League in their unapproved act of revitalizing a campus tree
marked for death.
Photo by Jim Birkenmeier

•

League protects trees,.
not just Armadillos
sent of the University. During
the week of March 25, the APL
began soliciting money for the
One of the larger trees on
project; thi al 0 was done
campu . a towering white oak by
without the con ent of the
Bugg Lake, ha been aved
unvier ity . They said, "We're
by a group of concerned tunot looking for trouble, but if we
d nt .
tell the University what we're
La t February , a yellow
doing they'll try to stop u . We
streak. the traditiCll1al mark of
would rather save the tree fir t
death. applied by the Physical
and then take whatever trouble
Plant. was discovered on the
250 year old tree. The Arma- . come later."
La t Friday at 9:30 am the
dillo Protection League. consultactual fertilization project began.
ing the Physical Plant. wa reHole were punched into the oil
portedly told that the huge
in a radius around the tree and
limb of the tree were a threat
filled with fertilizer. The man
to th e Fun Palace b eca u e
from 'Shield demon trated the
they mig ht break off and fall on
entire proce and then watched
the building. For thi rea on,
as the student did it to be sure
the tree wa to be removed .
they did it correctly. He - further
The APL claim that their
stated that the oil around the
objection fell on deaf ears 0
tree wa compacted due to
they decided to move on their
student traffic and needed to be
own. ,]:hey contacted Shaw
roped. off. perhaps permanently.
Garden for advice and were
. Only one large branch needed to
instructed to contact the Shield
be removed and the branche
hade Tree company, which they
near the Fun Palace were alive
did.
and in no danger of falling.
On March 6 Mr. William
Around 10:30 am Police Chief
Fitting came out to in pect the
el on came and stopped the
tree and advi e the APL. He
project because it was unauthaid that the tree's only problem
oriz d. So the entire troop of
wa that it needed to be fed ,and
about 15 studen t went to see
have a few dead branche
Pau; EI ea.
upt. of Physical
remov ed. An agreement was
Plant, to request permis ion to
reached in which Shield would
finish the project.
upply the fertilizer needed and
EI ea had no idea what the
instruct the tudent on how to
tudcnts were talking about and
apply it. Later they would come
went out ide to inspect the
out and remove the dead bark
project himself, asking detailed
and branche s . The estimated
que tion about the procedure
co t i $250.
and fertilizer being used. He
All of this wa arranged
without the knowled~e or con[Continued on page 2] Tom Lochmoeller

The survival of UMSL's foreign language has been strengthened by a vote last Thursday
of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
In a meeting of the faculty
and full-time members of the
college, a resolution to eliminate the thirteen hours of foreign
language required by the chool
was defeated by a vote of 96 to
25.
The resolution wa created by
the nine-member curriculum
committee of the College who
pas ed the motion a few week
ago. It read, in part: "The
thirteen hours ·of foreign language hall be aboli hed as a
requirement for all Bachelor of
Art degrees for students enrolled for the first time in Fall
Semester 1974 and ub equentIy" and aded that " hould this
motion be pa sed, individual department at their prerogative
will be able to in titute a
language requirement with the
approval of the Arts and Science Curriculum Committee for
their major ."
But the resolution died at the
March 26 meeting, where a firm
crowd in Benton Hall killed it
after little discussion.
Stephen Rowan , history intructor and chairman of the curriculum committee. tood and
introducted the motion. "In my
role of chairman of the committee. I move for the adoption of
thi re olution."
But after he had acted officially. Rowan' tone changed and
continued hi introduction:"
"The pa age of thi re olution would be di a trou . Ju t
di a trous ."
"There was only eight minute of debate in our committee." Rowan aid, "and it is my
feeling that the elimination of
the language requirement would
have a di a trou effect on the
quality of liberal arts education
at UMSL."
It wa Rowan's feeling previou ly that the only aim of the
tudent on the curriculum committee was to abolish the requirement, a notion which Sue
Rice and the other student on
the committee denied.
Tho e tudents ~at quietly at
the meeting as Rowan continued: "It i unviable for an)
ingle department to require a
foreign language without the
general requirement." He aid
that "we have reached the point
where we have to reject thi
notion that we have to eliminate

the requirement."
Summarizing, Rowan said that
the language requirement receives unfair criticism, and " I
will vote no on this resolution."
The "debate" that followed
con isted of two parts. First,
Rowan was questioned as to why
that the resolution would effect
only 'incoming freshmen for the
Fall 1974 eme ter. In his reply , Rowan explained that thi
was "a safety factor, to provide
a tran itional phase" 0 that the
language department would not
di apear immediately. "Do you
realize," Rowan aid, "how
quickly enrollment in languages
would fall? All non-tenure people in the department would lose
their job !"

Secondly, an instructor rose to
ask if there was anybody on the
curriculum committee present
that would defend the resolution. •• It seems," the man
a ked. "that we are playing charades here."
Stuart Plattner, a sociology/
anthropology assi tant professor
and member of the curriculum
committee, responded: "The
committee as a whole voted for
this re olution, so no speech is
nece ary."
"It eems," Stuart said, "that
everybody' mind i already
made up. "
It wa moved to call the question, and the vote followed with
a show of hand.
lContinued on page 3]
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Archhects' studies
West and East views of new general services Duilding.

New UMSL structure-General Services. Bldg.
Maggie Arbini
At a recent Board of Curators
meeting. plans were approved
for a new General Services
Building to be constructed at
U~L.
.
The structure, to be situated
ea t of ttie MUlti-purpose Building will hou e numerous service
activities now di per ed on campu . The building al 0 will
provide a torage area for ha zardou chemical allowing the
campus to meet federal tandards under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act.
The two- tory, L- haped building will have about 54,000
quare feet of floor pace. The
structure will contain per onnel,
purchasing. police. publication .

prinr hop. mail. custodial, auro
hop. machine hop and carpenter hop facilitie .
The preliminary plan were
prepared with part of the $104.000 in planning fund which hte
~niversity received f(lr the proJect from the General As embly
Ja t year. An additional $2.2
'llillion in tate fund i expected
o be appropriated during the
pre!>ent se ion of the General
A embly to allow construction
of the building.
The curator picked the St.
Louis architectural firm of Hellmuth. Obata and Ka abaum for
a new admini tration building at
UMSL. The new admini tration
building will be located near the
front of the campus. to the ea t
of the drive .

Court ban lifted, Council elections to be held as planned
20b Hucker
In '! urprise move last Monday afternoon, Bob 01 en, Chief
Justice of the Student Court,
i sued an injunction banning the
Central Council from holding
student government election
this week. However, Student
Body President Althea Mathew
told the Current that the election would be held as planned.
It was expected that the i sues
involved in the court order
would be resolved by Thursday,
April 4, the first dly of the
election . Elections are scheduled for April 4, 5 and 8. John
Greenwell, acting Solicitor Gen-

eral of the Court and a member
of the Council, filed the injunction on Monday, asking that the
Court re train the Council from
holding the elections for two
reason .
In a final draft of the
" injunction, Greenwell charged
that the Council's Executive
Committee had not given final
approval to the membership of a
pecial ubcommittee to conduct
the election . a pecified in the
Council's election bylaws.
Greenwell al 0 said that the
election should not be held
becau e no final decision had
been made by acting Chancellor
Emery C. Turner on the fate of a
oroposed new constitution for

student government, which had
been approved by the tudents
who voted in the Univer ity
Senate elections but had not
gained the support of Dean of
Student Affair Conney Kimbo.
The new con titution would
have replaced the Council with a
new student government, the
Univer ity Students Congress.
Acting in accordance with
Kimbo's recommendation, Turner rejected the new constitition on Tue day afternoon , citing
a lack of support by a significant
number of students to warrant
the change. Les
than 400
students approved the con titution, due to a poor turnout in the
Senate elections.

To satisfy the other condition
of the injunction, a meetting of
the Executive Committee was
called on Tuesday afternoon.
The committee met Tuesday and
approved the membership of the
elections subcommittee.
Council members also questioned Olsen's legal grounds for
i suing the injunction. The Student Court, composed of five
justice , is authorized to resolve
di putes between individual students and tudent groups. However, it was unclear whether
Olsen could issue the injunction
without the approval of the full
court, which was scheduled to
meet on Thursdav.

01 en stated that he was
acting under the same procedure
a that used by the U.S. Supreme Court, in which one justice of the court can issue an
injunction and can be overruled
only by the full court. However,
nothing in UMSL's student government constitution specifically gives similar powers to
student court justices.
It was expected on Tuesday
that the elections would be held
as planned, ince a final decision
on the constitution had been
made, and since - the' $cecutive
. COin mittee had met on Tuesday and approved the membership of the elections subcommittee.
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SOcial Security Tax
cut froni checks
of.s tudent emploY~fJs
not count toward coverage under
the Social Security Act, since
they would be excluded from its
provision while student employees.
,
"I'm not sure I agree wIth
this change in the law." UMSL
Business Officer John Perry
said. "Some students may want
to be covered by social security.
Some gra'duate students, for
example, who are married and
have a family may want to have
certai n benefits available to
them throu~h social security."

•

Summer program:
5 - week trip
to Mexico
Nancy Wilhelm

.

During the coming summer,
UMSL will sponser an academic
program in Mexico. The trip will
be of five weeks duration
commencing June 15, 1974 and
lasting until July 24, 1974. The
program's agenda includes four
weeks of study at the Interamerican University in Satillo and one
week of travel to various cities in
Mexico . The supervised expedition will be under the direction
of UMSL Spanish Professor luis
Felipe Clay.
Study at the Interamerican
University may result in College
. credit for UMSL students. Participants are encouraged to take
Spanish courses but oth~r academic courses are avaIlable.
According to Luis Clay, non-academic, non-credit courses such
as cooking, singing, dancing,
guitar playing, and jewelry-making will be offered. PupIls are
encouraged also to enroll in one
of the non -academic subjects to
learn something of the Mexican
culture.
. During the stay at the University room and board will be
arranged for the students in
private, middle-class Mexican
homes . Roommates may be
chosen b ~the pupils, and those
who speak little or no Spanis~
will be assigned to homes where
some English is spoken.
The week of travel will include
visits to the cities of Guadalajara. Monterrey, and Mexico
City. UMSL travelers will stay in
first class hotels and will have
the opportunity to see s~ch attractions as the pyramIds of
. Mexico City, The Floating Gardens of Xochimilco, and The
Museum of anthropology in
Mexico City.
The entire program is estimated to cost under 500 dollars.
There is a wide-interest in the
trip and the reservation list is
being rapidly filled. Therefore.
anyone who is interested is
urged to contact Luis Clay in his
office , room 556 Clark as soon as
possible .

Tree saved
f'r om death

The change in he law, however, was requested primarily by
the students. Last fall the
u)1iversity administration reported that most students favored
this policy, since most wanted
the additional money in their
paychecks now, rather than at
some uncertain future.
There may be problems with
this change in the law.
John Perry said, "this is
going to be a difficult law fQ
administer." And a question
may arise as to the definition of
"student" and "employee"
status.
The official definition of student is "an individual enrolled
at the U. of Mo ., regularly
attending classes or doing research and who e primary objective is furthering his education,
with gainful employment at the
U. incidental to his studies."
There is no minimum credit
hour level established to determine "student" or "employee"
status. Only the individuals
primary purpose is taken into
account.
"At the university there are
both full time employees who
attend school part time, and
there are full time students who
work part time. Only those wh,o
are primarily students don t
have to pay social security, ..
Perry said .
A student employed during
periods when he is not enrolled
, as a regular st udent , as during
summers, will be considered a
regular employee and not exempt from the tax.
Many students may rejoice
over the fact that their weekly
pay check may be a little
meatier. but they are not the
only ones that will benefit.
Now that students are exempt
from paying social security taxes, the university and the st!lte
do not have .to make matching
payments required of emp~oyers .

Summer and fall registratiQn
and advisement Apri110~29
. W:Jt Jrbek
Advisement and pre-registration for currently enrolled students at UMSL for the fall
semester and summer session
will begin on April 10.
Registration packets for preregistration, which will last
through April 24, will be available in the lobby of the
Administration Building every
day from April 9 through 23,
8:30 am to 4 pm.
The first step in the procedure
for registering for the fall
semester is advisement. In the
College of Arts and Sciences.
students who are advised
through the dean's office should
report before April 15 to 303
Lucas to arrange for grou p
session advisement. Students
who have previously declared
majors and been assigned advisors should report to advisors in
accordance with previously arranged appointments. The appointments should be made by
students before April 15.
In the School of Education and

'tE

Rel3lljKeEP

true."
The pruning of the tree should
begin within the next two weeks.

The procedure for regi.steri~g
for the
ummer sessIon 1
essentially the same, with the
fol~owing variances: '
;)ummer schedules are not
mailed to students; students
should keep the. top copy uf the
t udy program card. After
dean's approval is obtained.
each tudent hould bring um mer packet to the registration offic e (1/9- Admini tration Buil ding) for the pulling of cour c
cards ,
State ments of fees for tu dents e nrolled in the ummcr
cs ion will be mailed approx imately May I; registrations of
those failin'g to pay their fees or
to ubmit their fee cards to the
Ca hier by 4 pm Friday, May
24. will be cancelled,

"GET YOUR HEAD TOGETHER I"

SI. LOUiS .mfll Only.

Free precision haircut

OfeN 30 I\OuRB dailY

BalH$5. 50tMelltll$22~65~

.8ChViSfT. 1550 S.K~Y

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
Let us help you:

PLAN AHEAD
To Become a CPA
THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

St.Louis.
314-421-6250
Our

statements of fees will be mailed
approximately on July 30. Regi tration of tho e failing to pay
their fees or to submit their fee
cards to the Cashier by August
14 will be cancelled.

IPaN.~spa

Suc~essful

Students Represenl

1/4oF USA

with frostlnw,halrpalntlnw, or perm.

Brookdale Beauty Salon
7805 Clayton Road
{across from Perkin's Pancake house}
Call 727-8143 for appointment.
You worry allout the Inslele,
we'll tak. car. of th. outslel ••

STREAK TO THE ANNUAL
SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
IWlAT: IHII(II

I(lIn INII(II
JEWEIR'
t:lU7JIR _ _,
t:NIIU IItJI1JERS
ITATUEI
JI&I(FII

(Continued from p~ 1)
denied that the tree was marked
to be cut down saying that the
yellow mark was put there by
some art students who were
cleaning their brushes . How ever. he agreed to let the project
continue and further agreed that
'the unviersity would fertilize the
tree again in two rears if the
students would remmd him.
Asked to explain th~ discrepancies between his version -of
tile trees fate and others in'
Physical Plant he said. "The~
are over 150 people working for
lJle and a lot of people give'
information thats not exactly

f.nr

the School of Business, students
should meet with advisors as
previously arranged.
The next step is the completion of regi tration packet. The
Green Course Requst Card
should be signed by student and
advisor; if specific sections
(times) are desired, rack numbers should be indicated under
column headed "Check if Honors. .. Courses should not be
listed on the "Official Study
Program" card; personal data
and dean's approval should be
placed on reverse side. If the
pre-printed data is incorre~t on
the student directory and information card. a change of name
and/ or address form should be
ubmitted to admissions.
For deans approval. students
from Arts and Sciences hould
report to 303 Luca. tude nt
from School of Education to 461
SSBE. and tudents from the
School of Blisines~ to 487 SSBE.
All fall registra. Ion packets
mu t be submitted to the proper
dean no later than the close of
registration on April 24 ,
Copies of daily schedules and

._UfHfIl
NlDMl.lflRTl (IF

ASl(JI(1l'tMDI

07_ ...,. . .

TMlKT.,

AT _AT SAVIN"

Monday,AptiI 8, from 9am to 7:30 pm & Tuesday, Apri/9, from 9 am to 3:30 pm
in the lobby of the Student Union building

•
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From Arts

~

Cards, bunnies battle
in upcoming benefit

Sciences:

Probation could lead to dismissal
Academic Probation at UMSL
is a warning to students that
their academic work is not at the
level necessary. to receive a
degree.
Criteria for placing a student
on probation differ slightly among the various schools of the
university and any student questioning his academic status
should check with his school.
The guidelines followed by the
College of Arts and Sciences are
as follows:
A student with less than 12
hours of credit will be placed on
probation when his semester or
cumulative grade point average
falls below 1.5. A student who
has accumulated more than 12
hours of credit will be placed on
probation if his semester or

cumulative GPA falls below
1.75.
A student will be removed
from probation when he comol~tes a semester meeting the
followin requirements: his semester average is at I~ast 2.0
and his cumulative average
reaches at least 1.75.
In instances of serious a~
demic trouble the College may
decide to suspend or dismiss a
student. Suspension normally
requires the individual to stay
out of the university for one
calendar year. A student who
has been dismissed is usually
not allowed to re-enter the
university at ·any time.
For further information contact Don Doelger in room 303
Lucas Hall .

....

College will keep language requirement
[Contin ued from page 1)
language requirement, in the
After the vote, two related
motions were spawned. The - form of cultural studies. "The
students deserve more of a
first , which carried, urged the
chance than we're giving them,"
curriculum committee to explore
Pearson said.
the English lit era ry requireBut an amendment was added
ment at UMSL.
to Pearson's original motion by a
Fred Pearson. assistant provote of the group which altered
fessor of political science, moved
his original intent, and Pearson
to urge the c urriculum comwithdrew his motion .
mittee to explore options to the

Law program Monday
The Center and Ann Fitzgerald's Women's Studies classes
will co-sponsor a program e ntitled "Women and the Law "
April 8, at 1:40 pm in Clark

Hall.
Ann Ni e derla nd er, a Clay ton attorney, will be the featured
speaker. The program is open to
all students, staff and faculty.

A benefit basketball game
between St. Louis Cardinal football players and a group of 1973
Bunnies will be held at UMSL
8:00 pm Friday , April 5. Proceeds of the game, to be held at
the Multi-purpose building, will
be donated to the Mississippi
Valley Chapter of the Muscular
Dystrophy Associations.
The game, sponsored by the
UMSL Inter-Greek Council during Greek Week on campus, will
feature such players as Jim
Hart , Jim Bakken, Dave Butz,
Mel Gray , Roger Wehrli, Ernie
McMillan, Walker Gillette, Dan
Dierdorf, Tom Banks, Bob
Rowe , Ernie Washington and
Ron Yankowski. The players will
be available for autographs after
the game. Members of the St.
~uis Soccer Stars will also play
tn the game.
The event is the first in a
series of fund-raising activities
being conducted by area fraternities and sororities in April for

Jim Hart
At UMSL Friday night.

Tickets for the game, priced at
$1.00 a piece , are available at
the UMSL University Center or
by mail from the Muscular
Dystrophy Associations, 1023 S.
Big Bend Blvd ., Richmond
Heights, Mo., 63117 . Tickets are
also being sold by all members
of participating organizations at
UMSL, and will be sold at the
door.

Students join Gallo wine' protest
'BaD Thenhaus

students were part of a group of
SO UFW A supporters picketing
the store at 1114 S. Brentwood
Blvd.
The UMSL group is supporting the cause of migrant farm
laborers who have united into
the UFW A, headed by Cesar
Chavez and charted under the
AFL-CIO.
Supporters of the UFW A were
acting under the restraints of a
highly controversial court injunction preventing them from
"picketing , parading, or distributing literature or having any
sign ... requesting the general
public to refrain from, to boycott
or cease doing business with
(90S) at its stores in St. Louis
County, St. Charles County , and
the City of St. Louis," as issued
by Circuit Judge John R. Rickhoff in St. Louis County.
The picket line started at
3:45. As the boycotters arrived
at the store they encountered
about ten police and detectives
from the City of Richmond
Heights . Under surveillance of a
police photographer and a photographer under contract with
90S , the picketers began walking
on the public sidewalk in front of
the store carrying signs urging

,
Members of the UMSL United
Farmworkers
of
Ameri'ca
(UFWA), Support Committee
picketed a 90S liquor store last
Saturday in an effort to force the
liquor store to stop carrying
Gallo wines until elections are
held and abided by in the grape
fields of California. The UMSL

Attention Seniors

NOW!

PURCHASE

at
the
Bookstore

of Announcements

and
Personal Cards

CAP AND GOWN RENTAL ORDERS FOR THE
: FORTHCOMING COMMENCEM ENT ARE NOW
BEING TAK,EN I,N TH E UN IVERSITY BOOKSTORE.
THE DEADLI NE FOR YOUR ORDER IS APRIL 3D,
NO REFUNDS CAN BE MADE AFTER THIS DATE.
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE.

the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Goal for all activities is
$15,000.
The game will be preceded by
basketball and volleyball games
between teams composed of
UMSL and Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville
Greek
organizations.
All area muscular dystrophy
patients have been invited to the
game. They will also be treated
to cartoon and magic shows, and
food will be provided for the'
patients by local McDonald 's
restaurants .

ORDERS FOR GRADUATION . ANNOUNCEMENTS
.
AND NAME CARDS MAY BE PLACED AT
THE BOOKSTORE NOW. QUANTITIES ARE
.
LIMITED SO PLAN TO GET YOUR ORDER IN
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

University Bookstore

people not to buy Gallo wines,
and asking people not to stop at
90S stores.
Soon after the pickets arrived,
five people from the group
stepped onto the parking lot and
began distributing their literature and asking people entering
the lot not to shop at the store.
The Richmond Heights police informed the five that the management" of 905 had complained to
them that they did not want the
picketers on their lot. The police
told the five picketers of the
com,plaint and then issued a
summons to each of them to
appear in court to answer to
charges of trespassing on private property. The court date was
set for April 8.
The picketers on the lot included Dave Means, a member
of the UMSL UFW A Support
Committee.
"Big businesses like 90S have
the money to advertise their
products as Gallo wines in major
newspapers and . magazines. A
union as the UFW A needs the
person-to-person contact to explain its cause which necessitated that I enter the parking lot ,"
said Means .
The picketers who were issued
summonses hope to argue in
court that a business which
opens its parking lot to the general public can not discriminate
against people who enter the lot
if these people do not obstruct
the free passage of people into
and out of the lot.
The UFW A, comprised primarily of Chicanos, Filipinos and
American Indians, was organized in the early 60's to give farm
laborers greater bargaining power in the negotiation of labor
contracts with farm owners. The
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on
Migrant Labor (1972) revealed
that the average life expectancy
of migrant farm workers is 48
years compared with over 70
years for the majority of Americans. Average salaries for grape
and lettuce pickers are below
$3,000 per year as reported by
the California Department of Agriculture, 1972.
Migrant farm workers were.
not cQvered under the Minimum.
Wage Act oi 1938 and are not
Included in the minimum wage
bill passed recently by the '
Senate and House of Representatives.
St. John's liquor stores and
Overland Dairy, both in St.
Louis County, have made agreements with union representa tives not to carry Gallo wines
until the present dispute is resolved.

Test drive fo r Mustang
An opportun'ity to test drive
the Mustang II and the Vplkswagon Dasher, two new entires
in the automobile industry this
year, is being offered by an
UMSL Buyer Behavior class.
Lindell Chew's class is conducting the tests, which will take
'place from Wednesday, April 3 .
through Wednesday, April 10
from 9:30 am to 2 pm. A
driver's license is required .
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The .Black Student Choir sings a century of tradition
songs of freedom today . };reedom to express love and the
principle which these old lyrics
stood fo·r .... and hope . Hope tor,
" the day when man will realize
that all men are formed of. not
only by the same basic fibers ...
hope . peace, love. freedom."
This choir seems to have no
political lea nings. their main
purpose being to inspire and uplift those listening to finer
things. Perhaps. in a way. they
are asking you and I if they may
articulate the black experience
for us in this present day and
time. In the words of one of the
songs often sung by the choir.
"Lift Every Voice and Sing 'Til
Earth and Heaven Ring ."
The beautiful thing about the •
message which the black Student Choir brings u today is
th at it is not limited to the
present age. It spcaks to more
than a mood. or day~ gone by. It
speaks of the soul of a people.

All choir members are affiliated
The Black Students Choir is
with some religious organization, '
quite
a
unique
group,
In
an
, m~rrie<! ~t\1d,ents.
with ' 'several denominations ' beinterview, Wyatt Greenlee. one
Initially, the intent was to sing
ing represented. It is felt that
If you 've ever been in Lucas
of the directors, stated that the
varied
types
of
songs
but
the
gospel songs afford the greatest
Hall on Friday evening and
name "Black Students Choir"
, opportunity to express what they
heard the sounds of choraU gospel songs were so well
came
about
becaus
e
all
the
'
feel.
voices, you were probably hear-, received that the repertoire has
membeJs were black., In addibecome decidedly one type-The choir has not sung much
ing the UMSL Black Students
tion , the music they sing is ,
gospel.
These
songs
also
form
a
of the old-style gospel songs
Choir. This choir is conducted
traditional
black
music.
Says
,
common link between the choir
often heard during the early
under the direction of three stuWyatt. "We are the closest knit
and the community which it
dents at UMSL: Wyatt Greenlee,
days of black history in .America.
black
organization
on
campus.
serves. The choir, however,
such · as "Swing Lo Sweet
Jerald Ford and Drummond
and we are .the oldest. Everymakes
appearances
at
various
, Crenshaw. Their songs date
Chariot," though the choir mem body
is
like
a
brother
or
sister,
types of institutions. civic and
bers feel there is a definite
back over a century of black
This
makes
us
able
to
iron
out
religious, inside and outside of
correlation between the historimusical tradition in America.
our differences. not only when
the black community. Most apcal and the present.
though most of the current enthey
involve
songs,
but
personal
pearances are in churches.
gagements feature contemporary
The historical aspect spoke for
That's
importproblems
as
well,
This group has not confined
a people in bondage and of their
gospel.
ant to me ."
This choir is the largest black itself to the St. Louis area, but is
hopes for the day when freedom
The group feels that its
organization on the campus. It widely known throughout the ' success can be attributed mainly
would indeed "ring from every
was formed in April 1971, by country. They plan to represent
to the fact that they are young . shore." It was music which to
the ears of the singers was more
three girls who got together to UMSL at the National Gospel
people
who are projecting a con·than mere harmonious arrangesing during Black Culture Week Convention to be held in Clevestructive
image
to
the
communand their debut was so success- land, Ohio this year: "fhey also
ment of melodies. It spoke of a
ity . They feel that older citizens
promised land.
ful they decided to remain will perform in a free concert in
especially, appreciate them.
room
100
Clark
Hall
,
at
7:30
pm
The Black Students Choir feels .
together and expand as a gospel
The common bond within the
choir. There are- presently 26 Friday.
that their ongs are no less
' group is their religious beliefs .
members in the choir. They
rang~ in a~s from 18 to 30.
nnzhnr '

--.M.l.. Wat..

There are both married and un-

~athy Litow assumes the " Plough Posture " which stretches and _
tones the spine and thighs ,

•

Exercising t oward better health
Do you feel nervous, overtired
or irritable? Does your body feel
like it needs a tu ne-up or an
overhaul? If your life-style has
resulted in any of these problems , then Yoga may be the
answer for you. Hatha Yoga
classes will be offered this Fall
in the free Sports Instruction
Program for interested faculty,
students and staff.
According to Cathy Litow. who
plans to instruct the course,
" Hatha Yoga involves .the union
of the mind and body in a coordinated and uncomplicated
system of exercises which use
and improve the functions of
breath control, stretching, balance. concentration and relaxation . The Yoga postures, known
as Asanas , have a firming,
toning and massaging effect
upon the body and 'Yoga rewards
those who practice It with a
reserve of physical and emotional strength, a greater ability to
concentrate and profound relaxation .
'Backache , indigestion , insomnia, menstrual irregularities,
sinus problems, weight problems, hypertension and fatigue
are some of the bodily discomforts and irregularities which can
be aided by the practice of
Yoga."
.
Cathy feels that in our fastpaced and drug-oriented society,
people often lose touch with. or
ignore the aches , pains or other
warnings of tfieir own bodies.
"Their bodies' own inner voices
are stifled as they stuff down
tranquilizers, pep pills , laxatives
and antacids ," said Cathy. "The
student of Yoga will find his
mind and body are able to
unwind , strengthen and heal
without a dependence on drugs .
With the regular practice of
Yoga, for as little as fifteen
minutes a day, one can gain a
new alertness, awareness. and
respect for his body's needs and
an understanding of its tensions. "
Yoga can be practiced by
males and females of all ages
and it attracts people from all
religions, nationalities, and

backgrounds . Cathy stressed.
"The physical fitness of the
student is not important to
succeed because Yoga is noncompetitive and tailored to the
individual. Even the person who
feels awkward and unsure of
himself with traditional forms of
exercise can become graceful and
flexibl e as his confidence, balance. energies and body control
are awakened and strengthened
through the practice of Yoga."
Participants of the class will
be taught a variety of classical
Yoga po tures and exercises as
well as Yoga warm-up exercises
and meditation techniques. Class
members should bring a blanket.
towel or mat on which to
exercise and they should wear
loose. comfortable clothing.
Cathy (Litvag) Litow , who will
instruct the course. a 1969
UMSL graduate in Philosophy
!lnd English. Mrs . Litow has
studied and practiced Hatha
Yoga and meditation for six
years and has taught high school
communications for three years.
Students , faculty and staff
interested in Yoga should contact the Sports Instruction Office, 225 Multi-Purpose Building
(453-5226) immediately ..

JOMIIIrr lIIGIlO W1lCOMES YOU

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college menmaybe 3 out of 100-who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico, Virginia.
Our. program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for. don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it.' If you've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one ,hell. of a man.

.------------..
The .arines I?
I
I
I
I
I
I

Pleasesendmeinform~:o~':: II

Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Name
Address
City

Age

State

School

Zip _ _ _ __
Class of

I
I
I
I

.---.- ---------.
Phone

Social Security #

If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class O.
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Flying high over Forest Park
"It's more than just a contest,
it's a carnival," said a young
woman Sunday as she observed
KSHE Radio's Fourth Annual
Kite Flying Contest. And that it
was. The contest, which was
herd at the aviation field next to
the Planetarium at Forest Park
was a mass of color and
excitement.
People were everywhere. Of
the 105,000 people at the park
Sunday, which incidently was
the biggest recorded ~.rowd ever

at Forest Park at one time, an
estimated 2S,OOO persons showed up for the contest. For four
hours, there was a steady
stream of people crossing the
Highway 40 overpass between

put Oil

alleW
PersollaUty

JONIE springs forward in an an-

tiqued earth-walker ... the perfect PERSONALITY to (Ouch off
the off-beat in campus foolnoles and a wear-with-all that complements smart suede skirls and pantsuits.

ask for JONIE

the parkin~ lot of. forest Park.
ComIJlunity College and the
aviation field.
Not everyone showed up to fly
kites, though. Some preferred to
sail frisbees through the air.
Another group even attempted a
softball game in the field which
was strewn with kite_string.
Some ~eople took the contes~

did
stay up in the .air?" he
asked: "Gee, Cit seemed' like
days. I guess I was up for a
couple of minutes."
The short flight had ended .
with a crash and a broken wing,
but no broken bones. At 1
o'clock, Sitzes and Erv were
attempting to repair the glyder
for another flight. Later in the
day I saw it go up again, but
(his flight, too, was a short one.

After observing all of the huge
quite seriously. With hopes of
kites, I was surprised to see a
winning stereos and tape players
young man walking around with
for having the high~st, lar.ltest,
a 2 inch by 3 inch kite attached
smallest, most original, or most
to a three foot string. He was
beautiful kite, they had prepared
competing in the contest for the
for the contest well in advance.
smalle')t kite.
Steve Bohmeyer of UMSL,
"I won't get the prize," said
and Joe Jorgovan spent four
the thin blonde haired man who
weeks building their kite. The
was in his late teens. "I just saw
V-shaped kite, which was made
another guy with a kit·e that
from polyethylene was 60 feet
big." He then gestured with his '
long and had a wing span of 80
fingers that the kite he had seen
feet ..
was about a half inch long.
Early in the afternoon BohUnfortunately , I was never
meyer was uncertain whether his
able to find this kite or its flyer.
kite would fly. "We had expected to get the kite up this
It seemed Iilce the store
afternoon," he said, "but we
bought kites proved to have
didn't expect the wind to be so
better luck on Sunday.
strong." The wind blew at a rate
One youn~ man was hoping to
of 15 to 20 miles per hour
win the prize for the highest
gusting to over 30 over the field
kite. After loosing two larger
and was responsible for the
and more expensive kites to the
destruction of many kites.
trees, he finally got a 10 cent
Bohmeyer continued, "Joe
store bought kite to accend to a
and I have been the grand prize
he~ght of 4000 feet.
winners before. We have won
the prizes for both the prettiest
My 3 o'clock, the crowd was
and the largest kites during the
ready for music. A local group
past two years." The kite that
called the Thirteenth Floor playBohmeyer and Jorgovan built
ed. various popular songs includthis year was four times the size
ing several by The Steve Miller
of their previous ones. "If this
Band and Santana.
kite flies," said Bohmeyer, "we
hope to win the grand prize
They wer~ followed by KISS,
again. "
who were described by KSHE
Around 3 o'clock in the
radio as being the top group in
afternoon, they managed to get
Los Angeles. KISS smacked the
their kite about three feet off the
audience with hard rock and
ground before it crashed and fell
bizarre costumes. The group was
into pieces.
dressed mainly in black, alIn competition with Bohmeyer
th~ugh the bass guitariest
and Jorgovan was a young man
brightened up his outfit with
named Deryll Sitzes, alias Wilknee high silver platform boots.
bur Wright. He built a hang
glyder that was 19 feet long and
The members of the group
had a 25 foot wing span.
had also painted their faces with
Hang glyding has become a
white makeup and encircled
popular sport in" California durtheir eyes with various designes
ing the past several years, and it
ranging from bats to golden
is first catching on in St. Louis.
stars.
The glyders are usually made
out of bamboo poles and poly'The late afternoo~ crowd,
which was comprised mainly of
ethylene and look like a large
kite, with one distinction. There ' high school students, was
is a horizontal pole extended
severly plagued by strong winds.
from the body of the kite on
Earlier plans by KSHE to drop
hundreds of ping pong balls
which a daring soul hangs, and
filled with_p~izes from a hot air
flys.
balloon were cancelled. The
Sitzes picked his thin friend,
wind was too strong. The strong
Ken Erv, to fly on the glyder.
winds also caused a bad dust
Erv went up with it around noon
storm which drove many back to
and got about 30 feet off the
ground.
_
their cars.
Erv described his flight as
As th'e kite flyers were walksomewhat terrifying. "How long
ing toward their cars, some of
them looked in the trees to see
the . colorful remnants of the
Certified Gemologist
kites tangeled in them. Others
American Gem Society
found the remains of their kites
among the beer cans and potato
LOOSE DIAMONDS
chip . bags which littered . the
field.
ENGAGEMENT RINGS
WEDDING RINGS
A lot of hopes had been
shattered by strong winds. Many
people would not win free tape
EUEARD •. HEFFERN
players this year. But there is
always a next year, and more
e,~
kites, l\nd more contests.
phone for appointment 863 -8820

Kenneth Henderson Photography
SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES FOR NEAREST
PERSONALITY DEALER

Copy S#rvictl
For the finest black and white or color slides from your originals.
Block and white 2 a 2 slides only 6~i each.
For more information call 839-1882 .
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ON CAMPUS
Who was Abraham
Lincoln 's first vice president?
2. What was .the name of
Sky King's airplane?
3. What was the name of
the cleaners
which
was the entrance to
U.N.C.L.E's headquarters?
4 . What was DjJdley DoRight's horse 's name?
5 . W-ho wrote " The Unfinished Symphony?"
6. What group was Graham Nash with before
" Crosby , Stills, Nash
and Young? "
7. How many fingers does
Jerry Garzia have on his
left hand?
8. Who was Johnny Rabbit's imaginary sidekick?
9 . Who was the Beatie 's
drummer before Ringo
Starr?
10. Who was president in
between Grover Cleveland 's two terms?
1.
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Week-end Films
Peter Bogdonavich ' s "The
Last Picture Show " on April 5 at
30 & 9:45 pm. April 6 at 8 pm
m 101 Stadler Hall . Admission
75 cents with ID
Week-day Films
"The Stranger" at 2:40 & 8
pm on April 8 in 101 Satdler
Hall
"The Astonished Heart" at 3
& 8 pm on April 9 in J.C.
Penney Auditorium
. "The Last of the Red Hot
Lovers" at 7:45 & 10:40 am &
2:40 & 7:30 pm on April 9 in 105
Benton Hall
Film & Presentation "Lavend .. t 1 40
A'I 10'
0
C~~rk aHal ; on prl
m 1 0
Film-"The Bridge" at 12:30
on April 10 in 125 SSBE
S ports
Basketball- Inter-Greek Counc.il . "f,layhoy Bunnies vs. CelebGame at 6:30 in the
rifles
Multi-purpose Gym on April 5,
Admission $1
Tennis team vs. SIU Edwardsville at 3 pm on April 5 at UMSL
Baseball-U MSL vs. Quinc
College at 1 pm on April 6

______

..,._~_.._,.

Tere Westerfield,
April 4-11

Tennis team vs . Millikin University at 1 pm on April 9 at
UMSL
Baseball-UMSL vs. SIU Edwardsville at 1 pm on April 10 at
UMSL
Baseball-UMSL vs. Washington University at 3:30 on April
11 at Utz Field
Music
The Black Students Choir will
present a concert on April 5 at
7:30 pm in 100 Clark Hall
KWMU Student Op erated
Proeram brines YOU Rock, Jazz
& Pop, Friday & Saturday from
I am to 6 am at-90.7 on your
FM dial
Theatre
University Players present
" America Hurrah" on April 5,
6, & 7 at 8 pm in 105 Benton
Hall
Dances
Omega Psi Phi will sponsor a
dance on April 6 at 9 pm in the
SnaCk, ,B ar Admission $1
"
A
Battl e of th~ Bands
sponsored .by Beta Sigma .Gam-

'

.

Snack Biu Admision $1.25
Meetings
A meeting of the Committee
for the Environment on April 5
at 11:45 in the J.C . Penney Aduitorium
The Accounting Club will have
a Dinner & Meeting on April 9
at 6:20 in the J . C . Penney
Aduitorium. Topic for discussion
will be; "Current Developments
in Accounting & Reporting"
Freedom of Information Board
of Directors (School of Journalism-UMC) at 10 am on April 9 in
225 J .e. Penney Building
A meeting of the Young
Democrats on April 9 at 12 noon
in 266 University Center
& A meeting of the Admis ions
Student Aid Committee on
April 9 at 3 :40 pm in 266
University Center
A meeting of the Non -Sectarian bible Club on April 10 at
12: 15 in 155 University Center
A meeting of the Christian
Science Organ!~ation on ~pril .11
at 8:30 am m 272 University

i

,

•

Lectures
•
Angela Davis will speak on ~
April 5 at 7:30 'pm at the 1st.
Baptist Churc-31oo Bell Ave- ~
nue Admission $1
~
Professor Paul Drake (Univer- .
sity of Illinois) will speak on the ~
"Chilean Socialist Party 1932-,
1974" . With him will be Dr. \ .
Michael Friedplander (Washing-'
ton University) speaking on \
"Energy Crisis : Problems &,
Prospects" on April 5 at 9:45 am \
in 121 J.C. Penney Building
,
Dr. Alan Goss (UMSL) will \
speak on "Laboratory & Field'
Studies of Seeking & Receiving ~
Help" on April 8 at 3:30 pm in •
331 BE
\
OFF CAMPUS
,
In concert at Kiel:
:
Foghat April 6 $3.50 $4.50 $5.50 ~
J ames Gang
•
Spirit
~
,
In concert at the Ambassador: \
Paul William.s April 5 $3.50 ,
H.oyt Axton
$4.50 $5.50 \
Bill Quateman
,

I,

___________________________ __ i

it -=:~_~~~:~2~_~~~~~_~:~
______________

L~~~

___________ ._',

Gordon Lightfoot April 7 $5.00
$6.00
~
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C 1972 Th o Gap

levi's
for all

tastes
Wild , tame, middle-of-theroad . Over 4 tons of Levi 's'"
to choose from . The world 's
greatest selection under
one roof. From Levi's
for gals. To Levi 's
Sta-Prest · pants.
You'll eat up our
Levi's Jeans.

This is your key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it
It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) you a/ways
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator . Here
are three of many others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four (+, -, x, +).
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Reg ister for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed -decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point throughout its 200-decade range .
Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed -decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator . .
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them .

_

Hewlett-Packard makes the most

HEWLETT [hpj PACKARD

adYcu1ced pocI<et-sized computer
caJallakM"s in the wortd.

_

Jamestown Mall l
Phone: 355-3100
open six days' a wee~
9:30--9:30
"We have
Big Bells"

UNIVERSITY. BOOKST ORE
8001 NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD
ST.LOUIS M'O . 63121
314 -453-5763
S AMI-S:30 PM MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
S AM-4:30 PM FRIDAY
10 AM-2 PM SATURDAY
CREDIT CARDS HONORED : MASTERCHARGE, BANKAMERICARD

614 /09

1
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1974
Central
Council
Voters
Guide
l

Bob Hucker
The Central Council, UMSL's
student government, is an organization which acts to promote
tudent intere ts in administrtive decisions at UMSL, and
provides services to the student
body. The Council consists of
the president and vice-president
of the tudent body, one elected
repre entative for every 500
tudent , and representative
from campus organizations.
This year, the Council has
provided a tutoring ervice and a
course evaluation program for
the student body.
Central Council election are
being held this ThlJrsday, Friday
and Monday, April 4, 5 and 8.
All UMSL students are eligible
to vote for a presidential candidate and a vice-presidential
candidate, and 23 student representatives.
The president of the student
body serve a pre ident of the
Council, an d repre ents the
student on the Univer ity Sen ate and on several campus and
univer ity-wide committees. The
vice-president serves as the
econd- ranking officer of the
Council. Both are salaried po ition. The Central Council is
funded by student activity fee .
Li ted alphabetically, the candidates in thi week' elections
and their qualifications and platform are:
FOR PRESIDENT OF THE
STUDENT BODY
Bob Engelken, a junior, has
been a member of the entral
Council for two year , and ha
served a chairman of the
Council's Rules COillmittee. He
has been a member of the
University Senate for two year
and was recently re-elected to a
third term on the Senate. He is
a member of Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity and the Peace
and Frc
m Party, and is a
past-pre ider,t of the Bapti t
Stucten~ Union.
In hi platform statement,
Engelken said , " One of my most
important qualification is that I
have a diver e background." He
hope to increase communication
among Council members by
bringing the groups he is a
member of together, to work for
a more viable student government.
Engelken stated that, "Centra l Council lacks respect,"
among students, administrators , and Council members. The
Council has not always deserved
respect, he said, 'b eca use it
"takes on things too big, and

EIect·I0 n 5
5 and' 8
Polling places in
University Center
Benton and BE

isn't realistic."
Engelken hopes to start programs that, "will be practical
and help students." He plans to
place a box for student complaints at the University Center
information desk, work toward
more dances and coffee houses
on campus, improve the APO
Bookpool , establish greater communication between the Council
and evening students, ' and to
r evitalize the Communiversity
program. Other goals are ~re
equitable Evening College fees,
more student control over the
portion of student . activity fees
used for athletics, the establishment of a day care center,
fair investigations of the Bookstore, parking fees and the
admissions policy , and a stop
light on Florissant Road.
Sue Rice, a junior, has been a
member of the Central Council
for three years, and has served
as Chairman of the Council's
Curriculum Committee for two
years. She has also served on
the Council's Grievance Committee. She has been a member
of the University Senate for one
and a _half years, and was a
member of the Senate 's Committee on Committees for one year.
She has served on the Arts &
Sciences Curriculum Committee
for two and a half years, and on
the university Program Board for
one year. She has be en a
member of the College Young
Democrats, the Missouri Intercollegiate Student Legislature,
and the Ad-Hoc Tutoring Committee for onc year.
In her platform statement,
Rice stated that she hopes to
e tablish better academic and
career advising services on campus. and an improved campus
comm uni cations system. She
hopes to actively support the
esta blishment of new degree
programs, and to initiate a
review of the university's general education requirements.
Rice also stated that she plans
to improve the New Stud ent
Orientation program, increase
student paticipation in the University Senate, and to investigate financial aid programs. " I
can only promise to do .my best
to represent all UMSL students
and to be receptive to their
need ," he said.
FOR VICE - PRESIDENT OF
THE STUDENT BODY
Mike Dace, a junior, has been
a member of the Council for
three years. and has ervcd a
director of the Council's tudent
tutoring ervice for two years.
He has also erved on the
Council's Curriculum Committee
and on the University Senate for
two year . He has been a
member of the Council's Grievance Committee and the Ad-Hoc
Tutoring Committee for one
year, and ha
erved on the
Student Awards Committee. He
i the candidate of the Student
Action and Involvement League.
In his platform statement ,
Dace said that he would like to
develop the "untapped potential" of student government at
UMSL, and would like to use
that potential for the benefit of
the tudents. As goals he would
like to accomplish as vice-president of the student body , Dace
cited the establishment of an
improved ca mpus communication system, a continuous orientation program for new students,
and better academic career advising for all students.
Jackie Reece, a sophomore , is
a member of the Peace and
Freedom party.
In he r platform statement ,
Reece stated that she:; would like
to make UMSL ' an .urban
university for urbanites ." She
said she would like to work with
. student government toward the
establishment of a campus day
care center and an " unbiased"
admissions policy. She also
favors an investigation into the
tee charged to evening students, better pUblicity for student government, an improved
Communiversity program, be er
publicity for the tutoring service,
and an alternative requirement
to replace the College of Arts &
Sciences ' language requirement.
She also stressed the importance of a "unified" student
government, and hopes to work
with Engelken and other Peace
and Freedom Party candidates
for a more effective student
government.

FOR CENTRAL COUNCIL
REPRESENTATIVES
Patti Abernathy, a freshman,
is a member' of Delta Zeta
Sorority and the UMSL PomPom squad , and was . recently
elected to the University Senate.
She is endorsed by the Peace
and Freedom Party. She favors a
campus day care center, a
strong Grievance Committee ,
more student control over the
use of student activity fees, and
more unity in student government.
Paul April, a freshman, has
been a Council member this
year, and is a member of the
Peace and Freedom Party, the
Current Staff, Midwest Model
United Nations, Common Concern, and the People 's Coalition.
He is interested in making
student government "more responsive" and bringing better
e nt e rtainment to the UMSL
campus.
Debbie Aufmuth, a junior, is a
biology major, participated in
several student groups in high
school, and is interested in
student affairs.

Byron Clemens, a junior, is a
member of the Peace and
Freedom Party and has served
. on the Council.
Linda GaD England, a freshman, feels that she has "much
to offer the Central Council,"
and hopes to work for the good
of the student body if elected.
Howard FrIedman, a sophonmre , is a member of the
Student Action and Involvement
League, has been a member of
the Central Council this year,
and .has been the director of the
Council's Course Evaluation program. He favors improved academic and career advising services, more student control over
student fees used ' for parking
facilities and athletics , and an
investigation of the University
Bookstore. He favors more academic freedom for students, and
feels that he has improved the
Course Evaluation program during his tenure as director.
Becky Hart, a junior, is a
member of Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity, and is endorsed by the Peace and Freedom
Party. She has " heard a lot
about what Central Council

reer advising, new degree programs, a campus communica. tions system, a review of general
education requirements, an improved New Student Orientation
program, and a campus day care
- center.
Max 'Maxelner, a sophomore, is a memer of the Peace
and Freedom party , and has
been a member of the University
Senate and the Central Council
for two years.He was one of the
founders of the People' s Band,
and was a member of the Senate
Student Affairs Committee.
Cynthia L. Mohrlock, a freshman , is a member of the
Administration of Justice Stud e nts Association, ' and characterizes herself as, "responsible, enthusiastic, and willing to
work for the students."
John R. Reeder, a freshman,
feels that UMSL needs more
university sponsored social gatherings to " help people get to
know other people better," and
favors an increased number of
bike racks on campus.
Ann Reiter, a junior,
is a
member of the Peace and
Freedom Party , has served on
the Central Council, and is
"interested in actively working
for stud~nt needs and student
intere ts."
Bob Richardson, a freshman ,
is a member of the Student
Action and Involveme!1t League,
a political science major, and a
member of the Council ' s Course
Evaluation Committee. He faor an increased number of
degree programs and more academic options for UMSL students .
Bob Rudolph, a junior, favors
a campus day care center and
replacement of the languag e
requirement . He has worked in
the University Bookstore, and
feels that he is "an average
st ud ent with an interest in
helping and promoting the interests of my fellow students."
Jim Shanahan, a freshman, is
a political science major and a
member of the UMSL Cross
Country team and the Current
Bob Engelken
staff. He was on the dean 's list
last semester and is an associate
Peace and Freedom Party
advisor to an explorer post. He
favo rs an active student government of "concerned students
interested in improving their
srtuation" at UMSL.
Dave Strickfaden, a freshman.
is a member of Sigma Tau Gama
fraternity, and is endorsed by
the Peace and Freedom Party.
He i an assistant trainer for
UMSL athletics.
Robert Sunshine, a junior, is a
member of the Peace and
Freedom Party, the Midwest
Model United Nations, and a
founder of the Bhakti Yoga
Club. He ha worked in the
UMSL Library and Cafeteria ,
and hopes to work for "a more
effecive and practical student
government. "
Windy Watkins, a sophomore,
has served on the Council and
the University Senate, and i a
member of the Peace and
Freedom Party. She has served
on the Senate Student Affairs
Jack;e Re~ce
Committee. the KWMU Student
. Peace and Freedom Party
Staff, the University Program
I Photos by Jeff Earl Bo ard, the Ad-Hoc Arts &
Sciences Honors Committee. and
'the Council's Constitutional Rehasn't done ," and would like to
visions Committee.
serve on the Council to "see
She feels that she has "obwhat it is capable of doing ."
served and learned a great deal
Don Jehle, a freshman, is a
about the university structure,"
member of the Student Action
and feels that , "knowing where
and Involvement League. He is a
to go or whom to see" is a great
lang uage major and has been a
asset in UMSL's "macro-cosmic
participant. He has worked on
officialdom." She feels that her
the Council's Course Evaluation
experiences and "deep concern"
project , and is a member of Le
can "help make student governCerde Francais .
ment a more viable force."
Randy Klock, a sophomore, is
Curt Watts, a freshman, has
en dors e d b y the Peace and
served on the Council this year,
Freedom party . He has " heard a
and is a member of the Student
lot about the lack of accomplishAction and Involve ment Leag~e.
ment" by the Coun cil , and
He has been active in the
would like to se rve on the
Council's student tutoring proCouncil to initiate more positive
gram, and is now the co-director
action .
of the program. He was . recently
James Koch, a senior , is the
elected to serve on the Ad-Hoc
president of Sgma Tau Gama
Committee on the Administrafrat ernity, and is a business
tive Structure of UMSL.
.
major. He would like to improve
Mark Wilhelm, a sophomore.
the intramural program and
is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
increase the availability of the
fraternity, and is endorsed by
Multi-Purpose Building for stuthe Peace and Freedom Party.
dent use. He hopes ' to increase
H :! was co-chairman of the
the number of programs that
fraternity's regional conference
students are interested in, and
held at UMSL last November,
improve pUblicity for these proand is interested in working on
grams.
, the Cound's Grievance CommitMartha Lovett, a freshman, is
tee to establish more student
a member of the Student Action
: control over the use of student
and Involvement League. She
activity fees.
. favors better academic and ca-

FOR PRESIDENT

Sue Rice

Student Action and Involvement
League

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT

'j

Mike Dace
Student Action and Involvement
League
Bob Betker, a sophomore, is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity , and is endorsed by the
Peace and Freedom party. He
hopes to make student government "more responsive," and
favors more student control over
the portion of student activity
fees used for athletics , t he
eliminatio n .of .the language
requrement, and an improved
Grievance Committee.
Jeff Brimer,
a sophomore,
has served on the Council and is
a member of the Student Action
and Involvement League. He has
been a member of the Council 's
Curriculum Committee, the Arts
& Sciences Curriculum Committee, and the University Senate's
Ad-Hoc Committee on UMSL's
Administrative Structure. He
pl ans to work toward the goals
advocated by the Student Action
and Involvement League.
Miriam Caldwell, a sophomore is a member of Beta
Sigma Gamma sorority, and is
endorsed by the Peace and
Freedom Party. She has served
on the Inter-Greek Council for
two years, and was active in
student govern ment in high
school, serving as an officer
during her senior year.

,
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Commentary

EDITORIALS

Setting the
record straight
Vernon Bryan

Current endorsements
for Council elections
Th is wee k UMSL st ude nts will choos e a
president and a vice-president of the student body
to head next year 's student government. We urge
you to vote for Bob Engelken fo r President and
Mike Dace for vice-president .
Mr. Engelken holds the unique distinction of
being associated with both of UMSL's two most
active student groups, the Greek organizations and
the Peace and Freedom Party. The support of both
<If these groups will be needed if the Central
<Jbun cil is ever t o b eco me a vi abl e stud e nt
govern me nt.
Sue Rice, the other presidential candidate, has
done so me co mm e ndabl e wo rk to ward th e
elim ination of the lang uage requirement , although
the College of Arts & Sciences defeated her efforts
by voting to maintain the req uirement last week.
However, we do not feel that Ms . Rice has · the
broad support among student organizations and
Council members that Mr. Engelken enjoys , and
she. has n?t addressed herself to a wide enough
varIety of Issues for a student body president.
Mr. Engelken, we think can better represent the
interests of a diverse student body, and can do
more to unite a divided student govern ment.
In the vice-presidential race, Mike Dace is
clearl y the better candidate. He has long been
associated with student government , and has been
the guiding light behind th e Central Council's
mos.t e ffective prog ram, t h e s tud e nt tutoring
servIce. He see ms to have some good ideas and
som specific pl ans for bringing student government closer to the student body next year.

Mr . Dace' s opponent , Jackie Reece, has no
experience in student government, and no specific
programs. While Ms. Reece seems to have the
best of intentions , we do not feel that she has the
qualifications necessary to serve as vice-president
of the student body . She would have done better
to run as a Central Council representative, rather
th an to immediately seek a leadership position . .
Our endorse ments represent a split ticket . Mr.
Engelken is running on the Peace and Freedom
party' s nomination , and Mr . Dace is the candidate
of the opposing Student Action and Involvement
League . This is rather unfortunate , but we believe
it is the best choice .
.
Ms. Rice and Mr. Dace have worked well
together on the Council's Curriculum Committee,
but we feel that Mr. Engelken is the better
candidate for president, and we must endorse him.
We do not fo rsee any strong leadership conflicts
between Mr . Engelken and Mr. Dace, and we fee l
that after the election they will be able to work
together effectively for a better student government.
We have not been overly impressed by the lack
of competition in the campaign , and the absence
of any clear-cut differences between the candidates. It i pathetic that only 25 UMSL students
are seeking the 23 vacant seats on the Central
Council in this week's election .
Hopefull y, the students elected this week will
work toward an improvement in this situation
before another year pa ses and another election is
held . We can onl y with th em the best of luck.

Commentary
"

B u t profit is impatient
Stephen

E.

Norrjs

I don 't like people who lie ,
and I don't like people who
suppress the truth. I don 't like
people who cheat , and I don't
like people who attribute their
profit never to their own design
or act s, but always to the
negligent or malevolent ways of
others. My likes and dislikes
conc e rning matters such as
these are not born of a moment's fancy or a g utsy perference. They are con idered; and I
can stand reason behind them if
asked . Otherwise , I would not
publish them.
There are some o n this
campus who don 't hesitate to
say what they please whenever
they will, and it see m s , it
pleases them to consider neither
effect nor truth in making their
pronouncements. W hat harm
they do is no concern of theirs,
and much of it, they hold, the
fault of someone else. These
same persons have conspired to
spread the implausible rumor
that professors design their
courses and reading assignments in order to break tbe financial backs of their students.
Or, if not this, these persons
would have us believe that the
professors are captives of whim ,
and ignorant disciples of some
cult of change for the sake of
change. None of this is true,
except perhaps for a few offenders who , If concern is genuine,
should be sought and named.

According to the rumor, we
are ' to think that if only those
arbitrary men and women would
maintain some constancy of
purpose in their teachings from
semester to semester, or at least
from year to year, all would be'
well. But the trouble is that the
wish expressed in this is to a

great extent fulfill ed. In very
many cases the same books are
used again from year to year.
even if not from one half year to
the next. But this i not the only
trouble with the rumor.
The trouble is the profiteer
who hides behind the pointing
finge r. He would hide from u
the fact that, as a rule , peddlers
do not store used wares from
one year to the next unless they
thi nk they'll sell them in between . The used books traded in
the Fall of '73 will not be on the
shelf in Winter if they' re not
de manded then. And if they ' re
not demanded the n, it is safe to
bet they'll not be tucked away
un til the Fall of ' 74, so that they
ma y see use agai n on this
campus. They' ll be sold to used
book dealers.

The tru th hardly merits telling, it's so damned pl ain . Many
courses are ta u ~ h t every Fall or
every Win ter, a nd not both
Fall and Winte r. Some courses
are ta ught in alter..ate Falls or
Winters, or now and again as
~h~ dem.and req uires. But profit
IS Impatient.
It is undeniably true that the
same course of study in different
hands is taught differently and
with different texts . It is even
true that the same hand from
time to time turns the same task
a different way, and often for
good reaso n . A book read
carefully and worked carefully
into the plot of a course is yet
one important step removed
from being used successfully in
conjun ction with a series of
lectures or discussions. The
hardest test is practice: WI! all
know that . Books, like all else,
are ralllole; and after a semeste~'s proving sometimes show

their weakness. But even so , old
hands do r e turn to familiar
tasks , and familiar titles reappear again and again. year after
year. But profit is impatient.
As much as some would like
to have you think their hearts go
out to you, the student, the fact
remain : their hearts are in their
pockets. And pockets are impatient.
Is it true that all would be
well if a policy were adopted
according to which a professor,
having once chosen a text, was
th ereby com mitted to his choice,
no matter what, for a year, or
two , or three? I've not the blind
tupidity required to give to this
proposa l so spo n ta neo us an
affirmation as some would seem
to want to give it. But neither
shall I urge its rejection . The
matter har dl y warr ants a ny
p rompti ng on my p art. Bu t
permit me the liberty to pose a
counter-question. Would not all
be better , even if not well , if the
administration, or the fac ulty , or
th e students, co n troll ed t he
bookstore?
It can't have gone unnoticed
over the years that booksellers
are notorious gamblers with
other people ' s money and the
quality of other people 's educations . At the same time they like
to claim that their ' pecuniary
d eserts are j ust and proper
because of the "risk" they take
in maintaining their inventory.
But if the truth be known , they
would take more for less risk
and have all of us think the
reverse.

To the students of this university I say: beware for the seeds
of profit and exploit are sewn in
unwary min d s. And to the
guardians of shelf and sweatshirt: bookseller, know thyself!

I

In yo ur March 14 edition of
the Current an article appeared
on the " Rent-A-Book" system
by Tom Pagano. This article is
loaded with misquotes and fa lse
statistics. I do not take kindly to
the fact that the reporter has
used my name and attributed
false statements and attitudes to
me in order to prove what is
apparently his personal bias .
Therefore , I would like to set the
record straight.
In the article I am quoted as
saying , " Th e Re ntal System
would be the best system and
most popular for the students'
benefit if it would work properIy." Now that is anything but a
totally correct quote. I said: "A
rental system , if it would work ,
would be the best system from
the financial viewpoint of the
student , and it would probably
be popular with them. I have
never seen one work properl y."
It has a different slant , doesn't
it? At the end of the article I am
quoted a~a in as saying, " If the
!,~_nt a l system co uld work at
UMSL, -it would be the best
system ." Again the word " financial" and the phrase "from
the students point of view" have
been deleted. Also this state.m ent is taken totally out of the
context in which it was issued. I
had gone to great length to
point out why a rental system
uitable or work at
would nC'/- \
a - universl, A the size and ,
mo. t: Importantly, the quality of
UMSL. Ig norin g eve rythin g I
had said , the que tion was then
a ked , "But assuming it would
work. wo uld it be t he best
system?" My reply: " Ye , from
the tude nts' personal financia l
point of view."
I will now explain for the
reader benefit why the rental
system is not uitable for UMSL.
Fir t. omeone has to pay for
the tex tbooks as the publi hers
are not inclined to furni sh them
free. Therefore, either the state
or the student must pay the bill.
Th e n how are S . E . Mi ssouri
State and Central Missouri State
able to operate a text rental
system? The answer i simple;
their administrators have decided to use part of the fund s th ey
receive from the state in this
manner rather than on other
programs. Now if someone feels
he has the persuasive ability to
get the state to pick up this tab
of $500,000 to $1 ,000,000 a year
and still give UMSL the funding
it needs to maintain and expand
its growth in size and quality ,
then I' ll hold his andals as he
walks on water. If the state will
not, then the student must pay
fo r his books. He can do this
either over the counter in a
bookstore or through higher fees
for his education. The point is
that a rental system does not
re d uce t he cost of textbooks
significantly. it merely hides or
transfers these costs.
The second major reason a

rental system is destined to fail
has to do with the relationship of
knowledge, change, and professors to books. Since before the
.printing press the written word
in one form or another has been
the storehouse of mans' knowledge. This word bound between
two slabs of wood or cardboard
has been, for c e nturi~s t one of
the major tools of the university
professor in the plying of his
trade. Now I am quoted incorrectly as favoring " administrators controlling the professors. "
It is true that a rental system
will not work without stringent
administrative control of a professor 's textbook se lection. I,
however , do not expect professors of the quality we have on
this campus to submit to such
control. After all , a professor is
the one who must teach with the
book .
The third point I wish to make
is related to my personal background . Books have been a large
part of my life for many years.
Perhaps in myoid age I have
fallen behind the times , but I
always felt that a knowledge and
love of boo ks was so mehow
linked to the educated man. Now
the re n ta l sys te m say to a
student that yo u can become
educated without ever owning
one book. This may indeed be
possible, but surely not as
enjoyable.
As for the other misquote,
confu ed fac ts. and omissions, I
will make corrected statements
and the original article can be
referred to for the incorrect:
I . The bookstore pays 50 %
not 40% . for used books being
u ed on this campu s.
2. The bookstore is fortunate
if it can clear 1% exee s profit
on its textbook operation after
e xpe n es . An y profit t hat i
generated by th e bookstore goes
for expa ns ion of e rvice s or
toward bond debts of the union
building.
3. Th e book tore is expected
to be a self- ustaining opcration
and not become a burden on the
alre ad y ti g ht bud ge t of th e
Univer ity.
4. S.I.U. at Carbondale, the
larges t re ntal ys te m in thi
area, is now in the process of
abandoning it because the system was found to be unworkable
and un uitable.
5. You can make your own
judgment a to how th e quality
of schools such as S. E. Mo.
State and Central Mo. State U.
compare with th e -l'fiIaJity of
UMSL.
I have covered earlier in detail
the shortcoming of the rental
system, but they are in no way
re lated to the text order ing
process as the article indicate .
The one exception is that some
books that would be used un der
this system would be so old and
outdated even the used book
houses could not supply them.
Vernon Bryan is the assis tant
manager of the Bookstore.
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Letters to the Editor
DI ..... ,ln ... 'r •• Ie.r.
Deal Editor;
I just read the congratulati o ns in the Current to th e
" UMSL Streakers." As a former
UMSL student. I am not only
disappointed in the caliber of
students streaking, but I am also
disappointed in the caliber of the
UMSL Current. Students who
come to the University for the
sake of study and pursuit of
knowledge do not deserve to be
s ubjected to such disgusting
perversion. These streakers infringing on their fellow students
rights should be 'put under couneling not applauded . No, not all
students are apathetic we are
indignant!
Allee Borchardt
Class of '71

•• cl.... for profll
Dear Editor:
On Feb . 26. six students.
member of Students for a Democratic Society. met with Dr.
Lewi Sherman. chairman of the
P ychology Department. The
meeting was to discuss whether
a certain book . Introduction to
P yc hology by Hilgard. Atkin on and Atkinson. hould be
u cd a a textbook in P ychol ogy cour e .

These students felt that this
book spreads racist ideology and
should not be used . In this book
is the claim that differences in
I.Q . scores are a function of
innate intelligence and should be
used to place people in their
proper social roles. Also presented is the related claim that intelligence is to a large part.
inherited.
Man y Psychologists, geneticists, and other professional
people in related fields, have
shown that thee is no valid evidence for the above mentioned
claims. I.Q. scores do not equal
intelligence, they only show how
well you have incorporated middle or upper class values. The
studies that show that intelligence is, to a large extent, due
to heredity are based on twin
studies in which the only measure of intelligence is I.Q. scores,
which as mentioned above are
not a valid measure of intelligence. These ideas are not
harmless. Their effect is to justify keeping black and · white
working <;Iass people in the
worst and lowest-paying jobs.
Dr. Sherman considers this a
controversial question. He feels
that there has been evidence to
support these types of claims.
Sherman also said that both
views should be presented in
class. There has been evidence
given against these ideas, but
S.D.S. has seen none to support them and challenges any-

one to present valid evidence
supporting these claims. S.D.S.
thinks that the only reason that
these questions are raised, is because of racism on the part of
those who rule society in order
to oppress people, both black
and white , for the profit of those
who control.
From Students For A
Democratic Soci~t,Y

Ex p l. n.,lon • • nl."
Dear Editor:
Tuesday, March 5, Mrs. Jean
Tucker, a faculty member in the
Fine Arts Department was notified by the University Tenure
Committee that she did not
qualify for tenure. No justification or explanation was given for
this decision.
Mrs. Tucker was one of the
primary initiators of the A.B.
program in Art History at
UMSL. She has made major
contributions to the Art History
curriculum by introducing courses in the history of photography
and the history of graphic arts,
areas in which she is particularly
competent.
Mrs. Tucker deserves credit
for bringing outstanding lecturers to UMSL, including Peter
Bunnell, formerly Curator of
Photography at the Museum of
Modern Art , Professor Roy Sieber of Indiana University, worldrenowned authority on African
art, and the artist Christo.
Considering all of these contributions (which are o~ly a part

of what Mrs. Tucker has done
for UMSL), we feel that Mrs.
Tucker is highly qualified for
tenure. Certainly, she at least
deserves an explanation from
the University Tenure Committee , stating the reasons for
which she was denied tenure.
Furthermore, as a matter of
principle we feel that now and in
the future the University Tenure
Committee should be required to
explain its decision to the faculty
member denied tenure, to the
departmental Tenure ' Committee
(which makes a recommenation
to the University Tenure Committee), and finally, to the
student body which is ultimately
affected by such a decision.
Perhaps the knowledge that such
justification would be required of
the University Tenure Committee would decrease the chances
that such an unwise decision
would occur in the future.
A petition which would require a meeting between the
Fine Arts Department Tenure
Committee, the University Tenure Committee, and representatives of the majors in Art
History has been sent to these
committees. We hope for a
positive response.
Michael Costello, Dale GiedInghagen, Kathy Morris, Janice
Stroble, J anice Brode reck,
James Sardo, Allen Goffsteln ,
Julie Arno tt, Ba rba ra Joyce
BurlJson, Dickson BeaU, Madeleine Ryan, Dave Tubner.

-

Wo .... n or .. Irl'

Dear Editor:
First , thank you for your
article on Gynmastics, since I
am aware that this year ,
$70,000.00 more was spent on
men' intercollegiate sports than
was spent on women ' s intercol-

Chrl.,I.n'
Chrl.,-.III ... '
Sh.re II I
;:::::::
:;i;i;i~

MILL Hill
MISSIONARIES

~.

:t:..;.\.}..l.;.J..

working with people in
14 New Nations.'

Priests-Brothers-Volu nteers
•• Ihl. for y o .?
J

write:

Fr. Dick Siebenand
Mill Hill Fatbeu

Dept. Z
12101 Gravois Rd.
St.louis, Mo. 63127

Miss Wonderful
Goes all out for legs
TOPLI E R s ta nds o n the fashio n pl a tfo rm a ppro ved
by sole sis te rs to unde rlin e
ca mpu co tum e . MISS
WO DERFUL love a
heel, a nd thi lush lace r utshine th e pack in shiny
red pa te nt.

Miss

Wonderful

Check your local
radio listings
for time
and station.
Tune in,
drink Bud. ,
have fun!

T.M.

Price range SI6-$20.

See Yellow Pages for nearest MISS WONDERFUL DEALER

ANHEUSER· BUSCH. INC . • ST. lOUIS

legiate sports, on our campus. I
am pleased when I see any- new
program for women in sports on
UMSL's Campus.
One word of caution, white
people recently had to learn to
say blacks instead of coloreds.
We have learned to say man
instead of boy. Now we must
learn to say and write woman
instead of girl.
This is meant to be a gen~
reproof because the articles are
well written. It is just that
women read sports pages also,
and even though you may not
get feed-back from them, believe
me they notice poorly chosen
words.
A Woman

•• Infor .....
Dear Editor:
In the February 22 , 1974 issue
of the UMSL NEWS, which is
circulated to all faculty and staff,
President C. Brice Ratchford
was quoted as saying that, "the
university was the first public
university in the nation to gain
federal approval for its affirmative action plan." He has
advised us by letter that he was
referring to the Equal Employment Opportunity Program issued August 27, 1972, which is a
general statement of principle
only and is not an affirmative
action program or plan . Written
affirmative action plans were not
required in higher education by
HEW until January, 1973.
On March 19, 1974 Mr. J .L.
Thomas , Chief of the Higher
Education Branch Office for Civil
Rights , HEW Region VII, wrote
to us saying, "We inform you
that no Affirmative Action Plan
has bee n officially approved by '
th e appropriat e auth ori ty in
Region VII which is comprised
of the states of Nebraska, Iowa,
Kan sas and Missouri."
UMSL 's affir m ative action
plan s, both academic and staff,
have not been s ub mitted to
HEW and it is extremely doubtful that they could be approved
in their present states because
they are without the nece sary
data bas es, ond e r -utili zat ion
::har ts, numeri ca l goals. a nd
ti me t a bl es wh ic h are all d emanded by HEW.
We urge every member of our
campus commun ity to become
interested and inform ed about .
affirmative action. Let us be in
the forefront of equ al employment opportunity . not onl y because it is the law. but because
it is the right thing to do .
UMSL Women's Group
Committee for Affirmative
Action

.'
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Romeros captivate audience
Ned ManiSC8Ico

Cristo generates controversy
Barbara Burlison
What is the aesthetic meaning
of a running white fence, 20
~iles long? Is wrapping an
Australian-coastline
moral?
Morc importantly, what does
any of this have to do with art?
These are some of the issues
that the viewer encounters when
considering the work of Christo.
La t Friday, an audience .in J.C. ·
Penney Auditorium was given
the opportunity to resolve these
questions when the internationally known artist visited the
UMSL campus.
The film presentation and
question-and-answer session was
pon ored by the Fine Arts Department and the University Programming Board. The success of
the ·event was the result of the
coordinated efforts of student
Dickson Beall and art history
in tructor , Mrs. Jean Tucker,
who contacted the artists.
The movie "Christo"s alley Curtain" was a documentary
record of various stages in the
construction of an orange curtain
suspended above Highway 325
in Rifle, Colorado .•The movie
contrasted the drawings of
Christo's original idea to the
material realization of that idea.
The climax of the film occured
when a hard-hat construction
worker cut a crucial line and the
250,000 square-foot curtain dra.matically unfurled across the
valley.
Following the film, Christo
defended himself and his work
against the sometimes hostile
questions from the audience. He
pointed out his careful consideration of ecological factors involved in wrapping a ile of Australian coastline. Perhaps the
most controversial aspect of
Christo's art is his financing.
While never fully explaining the
economic mechanics , he said he
raised money for his projects by
the sale of preliminary drawings;
none of his capital came from
government or corporate grants.
The most obvious question that
arose concerned the meaning of
Christo's art. Although implying
sociological as well as aesthetic
worth. Christo avoided a
lengthy explication stating
instead that he "left that up to
the art historians." He die.
however stress that his monu-

Artist Christo
Photo by Michael Costello
mental projects were art primarily because they were non-functional.
The artist was born Christo
Javachef in Bulgaria, 1935. His
early training included social
realism and "agit-prop" bill
boards. After immigrating to the
we t in the late fifties , he joined
the nouveau realisme art movement in Paris. Since 1960, he
has become known for his
wrapping of common found objects and the implications of
ambiguous reality in a packaged
society. In this sense, he can be
seen as part of the Pop Art
school. His projects have become more ambitious and monumental as he has gained recognition. Recently, Christo has
moved from enclosing objects to
separating and delineating the
world. Valley Curtain and the
future Running Fence are evidence of a new mental Attitude
towards the world. Is the earth
itself a ingle object in a cosmic
still life? Or are seemingly
meaningless curtains and fences
metaphors to the absurci h,,'

I
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Purse-Size Vigilant Alarm Is The Answer
Muggers, rapists and worse are not what you went to
college for. We know it and the Vigilant Alarm knows it.
This amazing device, small enough for your purse, is set
off by your touch (or his) and produces an ear shattering
noise you can stake your reputation on . .. . and still
keep it. Just two penlight batteries are all it takes to get
it started and keep him stopped . No wires to connect.
Comes in a complete kit for use on doors. windows and
purse. With super simple instruction.
SUPPLY LIMITED ... MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY I

:~~~~S:,fni~:~r,el~~ ~~:I~~:a~~arm .
satisfied. I will receive a complete refund
il returned within 10 days.

CQQQQQQQQQQQQQOCCO

UMPIRES NEEDED
Friday or Sunday. Men's
slow pitch leagu~ at St.
Ferdinand Park. Salary to
535.00.
Contact John Cannon at
837-0531

'Tear after year, semester
I after semester, the
CoUegeMaster®from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CoUegeMaster®
Field
Associate
•
In your area:
Bruce Weston
Barbara Kortum
John Gelling

STATE _ _ _ ZIP_ _ __

For the session startini July, 1974.
Euromed will assist qualified Amer·
ican students in &ainini admission
to reco&nized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beiinnini.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed·
ing at a fore ign school, the [uromed
program also includes an intensive
12·16 week medicat and conversa·
tional language course. mandatory lor
all students . Five hours daily. 5 days
per week (12·16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.

In

addition, Euromed provides stu·
dents with a 12·16 week intensiVe cui·
tural orientation program. with Amer·
Ican students now studying medicine
in that particular country serving as
counselors •

Senior or cnduate students currentl,
enrolled in an American university are
elicible to partiCipate in the (uromed
procram.

For application and further .
information, phone toll 'ree:

(800) 645·1234
in New York State phone:

(516) 746-2380

Familv Jewels Ltd.
3431 WISt Villard Avenu.
MilwIUkM. Wisconsin 53209

NAME ____________________________________
ADDRESS, _________________________________
CITY

very real divisions in society"!
Christo's fantastic ideas could
remain at a conceptual level, but
the finished project and its alterations are important. The projects are transitory, (Valley Curtain was blown down after 26
hours) but to Christo the memory of the realized project and
the communal spirit of the
workers remains.
No matter how the audience
saw Christo, ultimate rip-off or
messianic leader of a new
togetl)erriess, Friday's event
achieved its purpose. The excitement generated by discussion of
the problematic art form turned
Christo's visit into a happening.
The debate made people aware
of the issues, and that in itself is
a step towards understanding
modern art.

A concert that began with a
soothing seventeenth-century
guitar suite ended in thundering
flamenco fury last Saturday
night when The Romeros performed in Penney Auditorium.
Between those two extremes,
the program was never less than
very good, and more often was
superlative.
The concert by the family of
guitarists, which lasted about
two hours, was divided into two
parts. In the opening segment,
Celedonio Romero and his sons
Pepe, Angel and Celin each
appeared alone on stage and
played two selections. To my
ears, Pepe was easily the most
accomplished technician of the
family, combining amazing
speed with a remarkable cleanness and clarity of tone. Pepe is
al 0 blessed with perhaps the
most infectious grin ever to
grace a concert stage. His first
selection was Gaspar Sanz's
"Suite Espan<) a, " a showcase
for his talents replete with
upper-register trills. Pepe's next
offering, Fernando Sor's "Variations on a Theme from Mozart 's
'Die Zauberflote,' " was a more
demanding piece , requiring such
rapid transitions from high to
low chording that the guitarist's
left hand was nearly a blur.
Angel Romero, I would guess,
is the youngest member of the
troupe. Although he is very
nearly as fast as brother Pepe,
Angel's playing is not quite so
clean, as evidenced by the
occasional "squeak" created by
his fingers sliding down the
strings. Still, Angel's rendering
of Guilani's "Grand Overture"
was enjoyable, and the dual-octave runs were well executed.
Next on the program was Celin
Romero, who displayed a more
w~rkmanlike technique than
eIther of his brothers. On

Alexander Tansman's "Barcarolle and Danza Pomposa ," Celin
seemed to have a bit of rough
going with the bar chords, which
are particularly difficult to execute on the wider-necked classical guitar. But Celin's playin~ of
a Villa-Lobos prelude was Just
fine.
The elder Romer, Celedonio,
was something of a surprise.
Wearing tails, a white turtleneck, and a glittering sash,
Celedonio gave a flamboyant
performance, often drumming
his fingers upon and lightly
striking the body of his guitar .
During the Isaac Albeniz'
"Leyenda" he moved his right
hand high up the fingerboard,
producing a tone very like that
of a harpsichord.
After intermission, all four
Romeros took the stage for some
impressive ensemble playing.
Particularly memorable was their
adaptation of Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto No.3." This
fuge-like piece wa a treat both
aurally and visually, the lilting
melody seeming to skip from
one Romero to the next .
Al 0 worth noting wa "Dance
from 'La Vida Breve'" by
Manuel de Falla, in which the
guitars imitated the rhythm of
castanets. The program quite
accurately described this selection a "scintillating."
The audience brought the
Romeros back for two encores.
For the second, Angel announced that his son, eated in the
auditorium, had requested ome
flamenco. Without further delay,
the troupe virtually exploded
into an improvisation on a
flamenco th e me, the four of
them bobbing, nodding, stamping their feet. It wa nothing
short of electrifying, and the
audience responded with spontaneous (l hope) shout of-you
gues ed it-"Ole!"
Ole , indeed .

371-4444
.......... ®

~--

or write,

Euromed, Ltd.
170 Old counlry Road
Mineola. N.Y. 11501
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Dean's

Player~

Experil'!'ental theatre tro~pe
excels In Yeats Cuchulaln
l

Beverly Bishop
Elaine Clavin
Theater is alive , and well and
living in Christ Church Cathedral , where the Dean ' s Players
are currently presenting William
Butler Yeats' cycle of one-act
plays dealing with the 5th
century A.D. epic hero, Cuchulain.
The complexity of life as well
as the complexity of William
Butler Yeats was presented in
these four plays. The intimate
audience ot titty Jounfeye<l
through Cuchulain's initiation,
complications and death. It
seemed that Cuchulain becomes
Yeats himself-progressively
adopting his fear of death, as
well as taking on ·Yeats; resolution of the problem. lliat is· to
say, Cuchulain, like Yeats,
yearns to become immortal in
the form of a golden bird.
"At the Hawk's Well," written in 1917, explores the respective philosophies of an old man
and a young man. The point of
view taken in this play was
obviously the young man's filled
with the hope and idealism of
youth. However, the imagined ,
often selfish adventures of youth
were thwarted by a half-female,
half-bird creature, not unlide the
relation hip between Leda and
the swan.
Life to Yeats is a journey
between the foolish and blind
aims of man . This folly was
personified by the wise Crazy
Jane fool in the second play "On
Baile's Strand." Through the
constant bickering of the fool
and the blind man, Cuchlain's
eventual fate is foreshadowed in
the guise of philo ophy.

Tre e s for Yeats sym bolize
man 's mortality. Yet these trees
were iron, thus having a kind of
permanence, or immortality ,
desired by Cuchulain. However,
his pride prevents him from attaining his immortality. Fearing
the loss of his authority, he kills
a mystical intruder, later found
out to be his son.
. Another human folly treated
In. thes~ plays is jealousy. Like
prtde, It must be rejected in
order to achieve immortality.
"The Only Jealousy of Emer"
enacts the personal anguish of
Cuchulain's wife a she discovers
through a ghost his involvement
with a concubine and a supernatural temptress. To be touched by this woman of the
"Sidhe" is to be set apart from
all mortals. Clinging to his mortality (his · wi.fe), he rejects the
temptress until, ultitnately, she
overpowers him.
"The Death of Cuchulain"
written in 1939, encompass~s
Yeats. and Cuchulain's aspirations. Both are old men and
resolve their fear of death by
rejecting their humanness. What
has been forshadowed in the
three previous plays actually
happens in this fourth play.
After gaining wisdom, and rejecting his pride as his wife
rejected her jealousy, the attains
immortality. He becomes a bird
reminicient of the golden bird in
"Sailing to Byzantium."
. This company presents a strikIng contrast to the slick commercialism that Loretto-Hilton has
exhibited this year. The atmosphere is peaceful and reverent.
People don't come here to show
o~ their mink coats and keep up
With the Joneses. They just

come to see good theatre. And
they are not disappointed.
The troupe , being non-commercial, finds no need to charge
exorbitant admission prices
($1.00 for students, $1.50 general)-just enough to keep body
and soul together. There is no
hustle here, no constant searching, such as one finds at
Loretto-Hilton, for a formula
"crowd pleaser" which is either
"relevant" ad naseum ("Hot L
Baltimore") or a bit of fluff
("Irma La Douce").
.
The audience sat in a semitheatre in the round situation,
surrounding the actors on three
sides. Sometimes the players
were close enough to touch, and
if there were any pitfalls to be
avoided, they would entail being
wary of the gigantic swords
wielded by Cuchulain and Co.,
to say nothing of the 6 ft.
wingspread of the various bird
people who rampaged across the
stage.

learns in the course of the play)
he sought to drink the waters of
immortality from the "Hawk' s
Well," thereby depriving an Old
Man, who had suffered, who
had waited, as he says, nearly
50 years for the waters to well
up, of his rightful possession.
Youth, says -the Old Man, is
impatient, and has much to
learn before the crescent moon
on the back of Cuchulain's cape
(symbolic of that character's
tragic pride) can be transformed
into the full moon of yeats'
"translunar Paradise," i.e. immortality.
William Butler Yeats freaks
unite! The play will be presented twice more this weekend,
Friday, April 5 and Saturday,
April 6, at 8 pm in the sanctuary
of Christ Church Cathedral, 1210
Locust Street. Dress is informaJ,
the price is right, and the play
and actors thereof are superlative. Who could ask for more?

Photo by Jim Cherry
" Winnie-the-Pooh" by A .A .
Milne will be presented at the
University City Senior High
SchOOl on April 19th and 20th at
8:00 pm. The play in three acts
is being directed by student,
Randy Gale and faculty advisor
Richard Jung . Tickets are $1 .50
for Adults, $1.06 for Students ,
and $.50 for Children under 12.
A special price of $ .25 will be
charged for each child under 12.
who is accompanied by an adult .
University City Auditorium is
located at 7401 Balson Ave.

The rag-taggy cloth-ing sported
by the majority of the case
contributed to the stark depiction of man's life in this earth;
whereas the birds, symbolic of
man's potential for immortality,
soared in their brightly colored
and elaborately decorated costumes. Cuchulain, however, did
wear a beautifully made cape
"embroidered by nine women,"
which showed his hubris in
aspiring to be like the god-like
birds while still in this world,
the same fault he had exhibited
earlier in the first play, when
without -having earned the righf
to become immortal which is
earned through suffering (as he

<Jhe ~~ PLtUfeIU

ffAm. erica ~

Hurrah"
'···if you want to see America's

Jean-Claudevan Itallie

funnybone crack. A fine balance
of ouches and laughs. '
-William Glover, Associated Press

Dennis L. Bettisworth

Apri/5,6, and 7 at 8 p.m.
in Benton Ha//105
W/UMSL I.D.--$ .50

General Admission--$1.00

(Not r.coII.I.d lor cllildr •• )

'... the 111()st shocking, quite
the most shocking finale I have
ever seen on

a~

stage anywhere.'

-Richard Coe, Washington Post
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1974-75 Student Activities Budget
of bonds for the University Center, $2 .SO for the retirement of bonds for the
Multi-Purpose Building , and an additional $7 .00 Is allocated to Athletics.
GENERAL PROVISIONS:
This year's proposal continues to follOW the philosophy adopted last year : It does not
provide for consideration of direct funding of campus organizations . The growing
number Slf org8!llzatlons at UMSL makes that process Increasingly cumbersome and
Inequitable-func1. cannot adequately meet the needs of all organizations.
campus organizations are encouraged to work with the Office of Programming and
the University Program Board In their effort to Insure a balanced , total program for the
University community .
The Committee has cited several areas for funding based on the unqlue and essential
nature of the contribution of those effort to the UMSL community and also the extent to
which their projects provide visibility to the University. The Student Activities Budget
Committee shall systematically evaluate these funded activities and services.
The Student Affairs Committee directs the Dean of Student Affairs to convene the
Budget Subcommittee at least twice a semester to discuss the expenditures of all
groups.

THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
The Budget Committee, which initiated budget profK)sals for the year , consisted of the
six student members of the Student Affairs Committee, the President of the student
body and a representative from the Evening College. The Dean of Student Affairs
assisted the committee In an advisory capacity.
REVIEW PROVISIONS:
Any member of the UMSL community may offer suggestions and/or criticism In
writing concerning the proposed budget. Please forward your comments to the Office of
Student Affairs Room 206 of the Administration Building or to Dr . Rickey George,
Chairman of the Student Affairs Committee . Having afforded sufficient time for such
replies to be received , the Student Affairs Committee will consider all such replies In
revising the budget which ultimately is recommended to the chancellor to be Included
with the University ' s 1974-75 budget and which will require board approval.
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL STU DENT ACTIVITY FEE:
The Student Affairs Committee Is concerned with the allocation of the $5.00 from the
student activities fee budgeted to support programs and activities for the UMSL
community . The other $19.SO is distributed as follows: $10.00 go toward the retirement

1914-15 BUDGET BASED ON PROJECTED FEES TO! A LI NG $103,000
3/24/14'

CHORAL - THE MISSOURI SINGERS
-Asked $3,050.00

CENTRAL COUNCIL

-

Asked $11,520.00

Administration
Postage
Xerox
Stencils
Telephone
Equipment maintenance & replacement
Paper
Bookstore

$815.00

·Co-Directors will receive $300 each for the entire
school year

EVENING COLLEGE

Tournaments
Registration fees & travel expenses

$2,605.00

Supporting Materials
Communications services , Research documents
National Organizational Registration Fees

300.00

•......JlWl!l..
.$2.989.00

$5,560 .00

DRAMA -UNIVERSITY PLAYERS

-Asked $5 ,410.00

-Asked $5,730.00

Production Supplies and Materials
Costumes, lighting, properties, tools, make-up,
rentals , scenic materials (lumber, canvas,
paint , hardware, etc.)
Director ' s Fees
Two directors

$3,3SO .00

.~

Projects
Coffee Klotches
Spring Dance
Evening Tide
USAES Membership

$280.00

$800 .00
1,500.00
500.00 -

..1:i!l.llIl.

2,950.00

-Asked $425.00

KWMU STUDENT STAFF
Equipment and Supplies

1SO.00

Pre-Recorded Materials

1SO.00

Wage & Payroll
President
Trees.
Editor
Support (4 hr. /2 nlghts/15 wks/
2 sam $2.00 per hr.

s6cy.-

Equipment
Coffee Urn/Typewriters

PUBLICATIONS - CURRENT

400.00
100.00
100.00

200.00

.~

Contingency

..s5.2lO.OO

MUSIC

-Asked $1 ,975.00

Concert & Stage Band
Tours & meetings
Equipment Inventory

-Asked $10,420.00

Printing
25 eight-page Issues

480.00

$7SO.00

- .JllJ...QQ..

$1 1SO.00

Less Projected Advertising Revenue
(Estimated at 485 per Issue)
Bad Debt Allowance for Ads (10%)

12,200.00
1,220.00

OFFICE OF PROGRAMMING (uPB)
BI-Weekly Informal Concens
Administration : telephOne cnarges •
Projects: Performers fees
Wage Payroll : Sound set-up, piano
tuning , piano moving, ticket sellers,
ushers
Publications/ Publicity: on-campus
publicity

-Asked $67,599.00

300 .00
125.00

~521 . 00

500.00

Weekend Concens
Administration : Telephone charges
Projects: Performers fees
Wage Payroll : Ticket sellers, ushers,
Audio-Visual , plano moving ,
tuning , moving equipment , etc.
Publications/ Publ iCity : Tickets ,
programs , publicity

40 .00
8,000.00
1,000 .00
.lOO.QQ

9,740.00

!.B.OO.ll!L

Less projected revenue
Dinner Dance
336 dinners 7.SO
15% gratuity
Band
Ticket printng
Publicity

2,520.00
378.00
4SO.00
30.00
~
3,403.00

Less projected revenue
336 tickets 4.00

3,688.00

Commission (based on percentage of estimated gros!
revenue per Issue - Distributed to staff)
9% of gross per Issue

1,098.00

Repairs & Maintenance
Headliner Service Contrect
Typewriter Repairs
Equipment Repairs

$400.00
250.00
SO.OO

700.00

175.00
100.00

~

350.00

2,059 .00
Mixers
Projects: Bands
Wage Payroll : Guards ,
ID checkers
Publicity/ Publications:
Publicity - flyers

600 .00
120.00

..JiO.Q!l.
770.00

.1QQJ1Q..

570.00
Lectures
Includes expenses for individual speakers as well as
group programs organized around a single theme.
These funds also cover ali travel and lodging
expenses and the cost of lunches, etc.
12,500.00
Films
Administration
Postage and Insurance
Telephone charges

~~

o
o

•
~

$300.00
1SO.00

Projects
Film Rental - 26 weekend features
Film Rental - 5S weekday features
WaQe Payroll

1040

Want to get your message across?

8,200.00
7,000.00

1040

1040

•

0

~

INCOME TAX
Competent-Qualified

Simplified bookkeeping for small businesses
Individuals. Small' businesses. Corporations
tax returns prepared

STUDENT RATE
'If'"
App&cmms il'e now bei1g iK(epled fer ~pQSlion d ecita fer the '74 :75 school yeil'.
AreSll1le of quai&caions ald reasonsJer applyilg shCIJId be sullnled 10 the Current cMJce Rm. 256
U.Center by AId i SeIedm is dme by tie Univermv Senie Publiciion Committee.

,
$5.00
•

Patronize Alumnus of UMSL
0

•
0

7529 Big Bend
Webster Groves 63119

~

962~6 8 75

1040

o
a
o

Tak u ri Tei
Tax Accountant
0

-

UilllQ

Less projected revenue
$11,000.00

Wage-Payroll

Supplies & Materials
Photographic Supplies
Office Supplies
Bookstore

..

$60 .00
6,036 .00

Miscellaneous

600.00

Travel

165.00

$17,276.00

4,940.00

.--.Il!l!l.QQ.
$4,550.00

...JiQJlD

65.00
35 .00
15.00
SO.OO

$6 ,021.00

1,000.00

Business, Publicity , and Royalties
Tickets, programs, royalties , scripts , posters,
flyers , photography , postage , etc .
Less Projected revenue

25.00
170.00
25.00

Miscellaneous
Mlmeo
Publishing Printing Bids
Membership MCNA
Unexpected Expenses

Less projected revenue

$5,350.00

Adm inistration
Telephone , Xerox , etc.
Postage & Mailings
Stationery
AdvertiSing

SO.OO

400.00

7500
$3,380.00

Less projected revenue

$3,670.00
$10,045.00

Travel

-Asked $4,480.00

Projects
Workshops, clinics, college and high school
on-campus tournaments, visiting debaters

$1 ,650.00
400.00
75..0.00
600.00
100.00

-1ZIlJlIl

•.2!l!l...CQ..

FORENSICS

Projects
$2,000.00
Course Evaluation
60.00
Communiversity
Conferences
4SO.00
Travel
300.00
Memberships
General Projects
Concerts, yearbooks , coffeehouses/dances ,
Day care ($300)
1.350.00
Publications
700.00
Newspaper
250.00
CURRENT ads & flyers
400.00
Tutoring Labs
Student Court
~
Salaries & Wages
Student Body President
Vice President
Administrative ASSistant
Course Evaluation co-Directors
Communiversity Director
Social Security

$1 ,000.00

$1,200. 00

• .:&QQ..

SO.OO
175.00
225 .00

Tours, Meetings, Conventions
Annual Tour - travel
Publications, Publicity
Printing of Programs and Flyers

$75.00
25.00
70.00
15.00
400.00
200.00

Communl.;ations
Telephone
Other (including postage)

1040

0

a
0

0

~
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Panels, the arts part of
Black Culture Week

Comments, suggestions invited
Audio-Visual (Includes screemlng
of weekend films) , ticket
sellers, I D checkers
Publications/ Publicity
Printing of schedules
Ticket printng
Weekly publicity
Miscellaneous
Replacement of projector lamps
Less projected revenue
Professional Theatre
Administration
Telephone charges
Projects
Companies Fees
InCidental Expenses (piano
mOVing, tuning, etc.)
.
Wage Payroll
Audio-Visual , ushers, ticket
sellers , stagehands
Publications/ Publicity
Symphony program ads, on-eampus
publicity , ticket printing,
programs
Less Projected Revenue:
$2 UMSL Students
$3 UMSL Faculty & Staff
$4 Public admiSSion
M iscellaneous
Wage Payroll
1 student assistant to d:> art work
for program advert isement and to
help in publicizing programs .
30 wks ., 2.SO hr., 20 hrs. per wk .
Publications/ Publicity
CURRENT advertising to
sUPpOrt all programs
Printing of semester cultural calendar
(cost to be shared with PACE
and Publications Office)

Freshman
Transfer students
Evening College students
The older student

2,095.00
650.00
700.00
125.00

aacco

19,820.00
~

275.00

I.e.
How to study
Confronting professors
Social and psychological adjustment
Adm inistrati ve structure
$12,735.00

75 .00

Social
Performers fee
Transportation of things
Refreshments
Free lunch

. The Minority Student Service Coalition is sponsormg. the UMSL Black Culture Week, from April 15
untIl Sunday, April 21.
2SO.00
10.00
100.00

The program will .consist of panel discussions,

4QQ..QQ
760.00

12,000.00
Wage Payroll
Program - administration of
ACE .quest ionnai re

3SO.00
1,000.00

$2SO.00

Publications and Publ icity
Brochure
Information and correSpOndence
Nutshell

~

$625 .00
SO.OO
. 100.00

dIsplays. talent show. and live concerts ,
For more information , drop by the Black Culture
Room or watch for a more detailed program in the
next Current.

~

14,925.00

5..ll!lQ..Q!2

s~udent-run group dIscussions, perspectives and
v~ews by UMSL black faculty and administrators, art

$2,410.00

9,925.00

Course evaluation to be mailed

STUDENT SERVICES

-Asked $13,653.00

Projects
Car Pool
Homecoming publicity
Spring Fest ival publicity
Tournament publicity
Talent Show /Fash ion Show

$1 ,500.00

400.00
SO.OO
SO.OO
200.00
100.00
800.00

Administration
Telephone & Advertisi ng-Ski trip
Telephone & Advertising-Spring trip
Advertising - Summer recreation

3,000.00
!iQQ..Q!l

100.00
100.00
115.00

The Fall Semester 1973 Central Council Course Evaluations
will be received in the mail by
freshmen and sophomores, by
Monday. April 8.
For juniors and seniors, the
Fall Evaluation will be available
at the Information Desk in the
Student Center beginning Monday . April 1.

Starting April 8, they will also
be available where pre -regis tration packets are picked up in
the Administration Building .

C.ntral CovncH t . . . . .t
The Central Council will meet
,on Sunday. April 7, at 12 noon
in 126 J.c. Penney Building.

315.00
Publications
Manual of UMSL Student Organ izations

6RADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION Coffees
Publ icat ions
Meetings, Executive, Inter-Campus
Miscellaneous

ASked $741 .20
"277,20
130.80
112.00
SO.00
$570.()I'

ORIENTA TlON - NEW STUDENT YEAR
Supplies and labels
Mailing (brochures - follow-up)
Student handbook mailings
Projects
Program - handout material
Series of seminars on the UMSL '
Experience for

2SO.00

Wage Payroll
Bulletin Board coordinator
Tutorial Program
Tutors salary
AmI. paid by student
Director ' s salary-16 wks $20
Office supplies
Postage

1,800 .00
6,7SO
2,025

4,725.00
640 .00
40.00
60 .00
5,465 .00

Awards Convocation

-Asked $2 ,460.00
1SO.00

.2QO..Q.Q
3SO.00

7SO.00

Student Accountant
15 hrs. a wk ., 45 .wks 2.30

1.553.00

Xeroxing

~

$11,033.00
Contingency

25.00

.

3481

CO

.$103,000.00

Fair,forum to be held on energy
"The Energy Crisis: Problems
and Pro pects," will be the title
of . a peech given by Michael
.Fn ~d land er in J.c. Pen ney Aud Itonum .. Friday. April 5, at 11 :45
am . Frtedlander is Co-Chairper~on of the Committee for
En~lronmental Inform ation' s Scie ntifi c Divi sion . He is al 0
Chairper o n of the Faculty
CounCil of Arts and Sciences at
Wa ~ hington University. where
he I~ a profes or of physics .
Fnedlander ha written over
40 articles on Co mic Radiation
.
his special field .

Environmental response . a
Washington University environme ntal g roup. will hold an
alte~n ate energy fair Saturday.
Aprtl 27 on cam pu s .
Leiderman said that Environmental Response is looking for
people who have an alternate
energy device or plan . or who
are authorities on the subject.
Int e re ted persons should
write Envi ronm en tal Response,
Box 1124 . Washington University. St. Louis, Mo .. 63130. or
call 863-0100. ext. 4070 (afternoons).

Bob Engelken - President
Jackie Reece - Vice President
*A

greater student voice in the distribution
of the athletic budget

*A Child Care Center for

all UMSL students,

staff and faculty

*A more

equitable fee structure for eveniIJ.g
college and summer students

*An increase in student activities by working
to abolish fees for the use of campus facilities

*A change in Course Evaluation by incorporating faculty expertise

Bob and Jackie have experienced firsthand
the frustrations of the urban-commuter
student and will carry student grievances
through the bureaucratic channels. Vote
Engelken-Reece in the Central Council
Elections April 4, 5 and 8 in the U. Center
lobby.

Vote Peace & Freedom
and P. F. endorsed
,candidates for Central
Council:
Pat Abernathy
Paul April
Bob Betker
Miriam Caldwell
Byron Clemens
Becky Hart
Randy Klock
Jim Koch
Max Maxei ner
John Reeder
Ann Reiter
Dave Strickfaden
Bob Sunshine
Windy Watkins
Mark Wilh.elm .

practical
student
leadership
(Paid for by St.udents for Engelken-Reece.)
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Claycourt gods smile on netmen
Brian Flincbpaugb

Heavy traffic around net . UMSL students take advantage of
tennis courts for intramural hockey;
Photo by Jim Birkenmeier

The New Apartment Community
With-A Mansiol) In The Middle
Picture a private. wooded estate at the edge
of Nonnandy. On a hill. overlooking sycamores
. and stately oaks. a three story French manor
house.
Now picture the old mansion transformed
into an exciting. truly
unique community
center for Mansion
Hill residents.
Century old hand
leaded windOVJS.
stone fireplaces. carved
staircases. arched doorways and
high ceilings become'a dramatic
setting for todays young lifestyles. And just out·
side the mansion (your mansion). a brand new
swimming pool and sun deck. surrounded by
woods for privacy and a natural summer leeling.
Now add contemporary
apartment buildi.ngs,
tast~f u lly designed in
wa rm wood and brick .
Carefully placed in the
rolling earth and woods
around the mansion .
You'll find spacious one
and two bedroom garden
apartments with carefree
all·electric kitchens, con·
tinuous clean ovens, lush
carpeting, coordinated
draperies and wall ·size
closets.
You'll love the advanced
sound.contol construc·
tion that keeps your pri·
vacy private. or lets your stereo sing. And the full
time Mansion Hill maintenance staff will handle
your service request quickly and courteously.
If you think living next door to a mansion is ex·
pensive. Think-again . Our one bedroom apart·
ment rents for jllst $16Q.00.

If you can find a better mansion for the money,
take it.
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Natural B ridge

R o~d

Mansion Hilt-is on Florissant R~d ,,",st ~ rllile
south of Interstate 70.
Display apartments are open from 10 a.m. to
5 pm: daily. 12 noon to 5 p.m. Sundays:
Phone 52-1 -1534 for information' or-an
iUi.tstrated brochure.
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A tired, sweaty, old, but in
many ways. ageless, profession'
al mopped his brow and com·
mented on his most recent
triumoh over a straighter and
shaplier women opponent, "It
was love at first sight."
To the strange delight of
UMSL tennis coach Gene WiI·
Iiams. the age old question,
"Tennis anyone?" may have a
new meaning in this era of
political ping·pong and general
failure in lobbing the central
issues to centercourt. The gods
of the clayco urt have smiled
upon the childen of Watergate
inspiring ever more of the
populous to , pardon the expres·
sion, take up a new racket.
This emergence of new con·
verts to the sport have had an
effect on the local university
scene. More talent and more
interest have helped a relatively
minor sport such as tennis gain
respectibility at UMSL. The
UMSL netmen have put together
three winning seasons in succes·
sion including last year's 12-7
mark.
With six lettermen returning,
the tenni~ fortunes for the up·
coming season show promise.
Among these returnees is Tom
January, three year lettermen
and the only senior on the
squad . January , the Captain of
the team, has compiled an
impressive 36·10 record in col·
legiate competition. Much of this
year's hopes hinge on his perfor·
mance.
Tom Minogue, a sophomore
and another lettermen, is also
highly regarded finishing with a
13-6 mark a year ago. Newcom·
ers Mark Belew and freshmen

The 1974 season for the
netmen opened with a five day
road trip invading the hi nter
lands of the South against five
different opponents. The March
18th opener in Memphis. Tenn.
with Christiail Brothers College
ilJded in a 9-0 win for UMSL.
The netmen split their next two
matches against Southwestern at
Memphis and Me mph is State
dropping the latter contest. .
"'an support is encouraged.
"We will play all (home) match·
e here (at UMSL) for students,
faculty and friends 0 co me
watch." explained Williams. The
new courts and scoreboard be·
hind the Multipurpo e building
should be a help in making
tennis not only for anyone but
for everyone.

Tom Boldt are expected to
perform well.
But as much as certain
individuals are expected to con·
tribute there are nine members
on the team not only one or two .
Doubles play may turn out to be
as important as singles. While
they may stack up individually,
Williams, a teaching pro when
he is not occupied with his
coaching duties, is concerned
about something not often heard
of in tennis; team play. "The
stuff about tennis being an indio
vidual sport is baloney. Tennis is
a team sport," Williams said
vehemently . Williams will seek
more consistency in various pos·
itionings as well as in doubles
play this vear .

Errors trip Rivermen
,

The Rivermen were slow out
of the starting gate as they
opened the season in the Texas
Wesleyan Spring Tournament
over the spring break. They left
Fort Worth with a 2·4 record ,
after being ranked third in the
season's first national poll .
"We're a little embarrassed
by o ur showing in Texas. "
explained head coach Fred Nel·
son. "But we're not discourag·
ed. It would be different if we
got down there and found out
we had a bad team. but that's
not the case. We ' re a good club
and we'll bounce back."
The problems centered around
the team defense and pitching.
" We committed 17 errors and
walked 27 men in the six games
we played in Texas . That's 44
runners we allowed to advance
without counting the other

teams' hits ." To make matters
even more confusing. Nelson is
still looking for an ace pitcher to
head up his taff.
However. things aren't com·
pleately bleak after the Texa
trip. Nelson wa encouraged by
the team' performance in the
batting box, . and the team
settled down omewhat in the
final three games of the tourna·
ment.
Doubleheaders again t South·
west Mis ouri State and McKen·
dree College last week were
cancelled due to the playing con·
ditions. Th e doubleheader
against McKendree has been
rescheduled for Friday, April 5
at McKendre e. The game
against SEMO are postponed
indefinately.

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
-but it may free you from those financ.ial pr.oblems
which, understandably, can put a crimp In your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then ilS a health care officer in the military
branch' of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
.
.
.
An environment which keeps you In contact With
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide ~n
your specialty. Whic.h may present th~ opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice It.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine. the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

Anton io. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda , Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research .
And if }'Ou've read this far, you may be interested
in the detail s. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them .

r-----------------------,
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Armed Forces ScholarShips

I

cny'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:

SIOle' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip, _ _ __

1
I
I
I
II

Z-CN-44

~~~Y:rsal City. Texas 78148

I desire in formation for the follOW ing prop;ram: Army
Nayy 0 Air Force
Medical/ OsteopathiC 0 Dental
Veterinary· 0 POdiatry 0 Other (please specify)

0

Nome _

8

---,,.,.,.,.,:-::-::--,=..-____

___

(pl ease print)

Soc. Sec. # _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
Add'essi _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

En,olled 01 _ _ _ _ _-;::=::;-;-_ _ __
(schOOl)

To i,oduole in - "(<m::::
= on:;lh"')--"'(;::ye=-;:o;;-,)---;(d;;;e;;;;ir;;;;ee;;")Oole 01 birth'_- . . , = = - _ - - - , =.--_-;:;;;c:;;--_
(monlh)
(day)
(year)

I ________
·Veterinary not available
L

in Navy Proeram.

~---------

ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE
DEOICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT

_____

~

